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ABSTRACT 
Intersign Corporation is a small signage manufacturing company in Chattanooga, 
Tennessee, which employs fewer than one hundred workers. The company produces 
variety of signage products and customized applications including room signs, room IDs, 
signs, suite IDs, nameplates, safety signs, menus, activity boards, traffic control signs, 
and many more. One of the company's main products, and the main subject in this study, 
is sandblasting products. Sandblasting production is a job shop operation which is placed 
in a 55 x 100 ft building (building B). In the near future, the company will expand this 
production by moving several workstations into the new building, "building C." 
The objective of this study was to evaluate the present layout and process 
operation of the sandblasting production and provide recommendations to the company 
based on the lean concept and value process analysis techniques. This study also helped 
the company to eliminate the non-value-added activities in order to minimize the 
production cost. 
The results of this study showed that the proposed layouts have better flow, less 
transportation time and distance, less work-in-process (WIP) inventory, less number of 
delay, less labor cost, and support a safer work environment. By examining and 
evaluating the current processes in detail , it has been determined that there are major 
chances for the company to reduce the production cost. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Time is a great measure of almost everything in a manufacturing study. [tis a 
crucial indicator that determines efficiency and effectivity of manufacturing systems. 
Currently, many modern companies are trying to increase their efficiency and 
productivity by reducing the time needed to produce products and/or services. The 
assumption is that a highly efficient production will definitely produce products with less 
consumed time. 
With regard to the importance of time, generally there are two main activities in 
manufacturing facility: Value Added (VA) activities and Non-Value-Added (NV A) 
activities. What modern manufacturing companies are trying to accomplish is to 
eliminate the NV A activities in order to reduce cost. In addition to those activities, there 
are two manufacturing concepts which deal with value, "Lean Manufacturing" and 
"Value Analysis" (Shingo, 1990). 
A. Intersign Corporation 
Intersign Corporation is a small signage manufacturing company in Chattanooga, 
Tennessee, which employs fewer than one hundred workers. The company produces a 
variety of signage products and customized applications, including room signs, room IDs, 
signs, suite IDs, nameplates, safety signs, menus, activity boards, traffic control signs, 
and many more. 
The Intersign Corporation is a distributor driven Interior Signage manufacturer, 
which supports catalog companies, architects, interior designers, division of 10 dealers, 
and contractors. The company offers its distributors strategic advantages such as nine 
complete standard sign lines, 20 standard designer colors and over 600 additional custom 
colors, two to three week standard lead times, and most importantly the company's US 
standard and sign management service, which is called Signspec©. 
Signspec© is a comprehensive approach to the long term success and 
management of the company's interior sign systems. It includes an itemized illustrated 
listing of each sign type and text/number listing. When customers use Signspec©, they 
get the company's guarantee for the life of the building, Americans with Disabilities Act 
compliance, the local and national fire and building code compliance, and also quality 
signs. The end users/consumers of the company are mostly hotels, schools, health care 
facilities, religious facilities, and government. 
B. Sandblasting Production 
Sandblasting production is the main subject in this study. It is a job shop 
operation which is placed in a 55 x l 00 ft building. In the near future , the company will 
expand this production by moving into the new building, "Building C." The sandblasting 
shop consists of seven departments, which are receiving, cutting, vinyl, vinyl application, 
sandblasting/frosting, painting, and finishing. For the sandblasting production, the 
company currently employs l 0 workers and one plant manager who all working one shift 
(8 hours/day). 
Sandblasting is a process in which sand is blown by air or stream to remove the 
material on the surface (abrasive stream). The longer the abrasive stream, the more 
material will be removed. Moving the nozzle closer to the surface of the material 
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decreases the area being blasted and increases the rate of material removal. The 
sandblasting process at the Intersign Corporation uses two sandblasting machines 
(sandblasters). The picture of the sandblaster is shown in Figure 1. 
Figure 1. Sandblasting Machine Figure 2. Room IDs 
One of the company's product types observed in the sandblasting production area, 
is Room ID Numbers. The picture of this product is shown in Figure 2. 
C. Problem Definition 
Due to the current competitive environment, the Intersign Corporation wants to 
improve its production capability. The company wants to start this improvement with 
their sandblasting production, in which takes a major percentage of their total production 
cost because of the high material cost and intensive labor. Because of the 
competitiveness and business expansion, the company decided to move the sandblasting 
production to a new building that they own, which is right beside the current building. 
The company expects to have a better perfom1ance and productivity of the sandblasting 
production that will be placed in the new building. 
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This study will focus on the current sandblasting product shop in which some of 
the Lean Manufacturing and Value Analysis techniques will be addressed. Some 
potential issues such as layout/workstation design, material flow, and functional process 
analysis on the current floor and operation will be analyzed. As a result, the analysis of 
the current layout and operation will be used to design the new layout and operation in 
the new building. 
D. Research Objective 
The objective of this study is to evaluate the present layout and process operation 
of the sandblasting production and to provide recommendations to the company based on 
the lean concept and value process analysis techniques. This study will also help the 
company to eliminate the NV A activities in order to minimize the production cost. 
E. Paper Organization 
The remainder of this thesis is organized in the following sequence: 
Section two contains a literature review of relevant issues that are used on this 
research. 
Section three describes the methodology of the research. 
Section four describes the analysis and findings by using lean approach. 
Section five describes the analysis and findings of the value analysis approach. 
Section six describes the implementation of lean layout and value analysis 
methods. 
Section seven provides the conclusions and recommendations for the company. 
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
Lean thinking in manufacturing approaches uses time as one of the greatest 
indicators of competitiveness. A classic expression of "Time is Money" will describe the 
Lean Manufacturing culture. Therefore, to achieve efficiency, a company must consume 
resources only on those activities which give values to products or services. Lean 
Manufacturing in global competition has been known as a powerful concept to improve 
companies. It was first applied at Toyota Production System (TPS), which is why 
manufacturing people often refer Lean Manufacturing as TPS. The ability of the Lean 
Manufacturing concept to eliminate Non-Value Added (NV A) activities has made it 
popular among manufacturing improvement methods (Conner, 2000). 
While Lean Manufacturing focuses on wastes, Value Analysis focuses its analysis 
on functions which makes it different from any other cost reduction approaches. Value 
Analysis was first conducted at the General Electric facility, which was led by Lawrence 
D. Miles. It was then named Value Engineering/ Analysis due to its ability to eliminate 
the unnecessary cost of the systems. Value Analysis performs its analysis by asking what 
the basic function of the process or product is to increase values without changing the 
function. Value Analysis is considered as an improvement tool to increase values and 
reduce unneeded costs (King, 2000). 
Both Lean Manufacturing and Value Analysis concepts work together to reduce 
and/or eliminate NVA activities. Since they were first adopted at big companies (Toyota 
and General Electric), many people still assume that Lean Manufacturing and Value 
Analysis can only be applied on big companies. They are just culture models that invo lve 
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commitment and teamwork in the company, no matter what its size is. In fact, over than 
ninety-nine percent of all manufacturing businesses in the U.S employ less than 500 
people (Conner, 2000). 
A. Lean Manufacturing 
The term Lean Manufacturing was first used in the book "The Machine that 
Changed the World (1990)" by James Womack and Daniel Jones to describe the Toyota 
Production System (TPS). It was named "Lean" because it uses less effort, less space, 
fewer defects, less throughput time, lower volume requirements, and less capital for a 
given output (Womack, 2000). 
Lean Manufacturing philosophy was developed between 1945 and 1970 at the 
Toyota Motor Company, while many western companies still adopted the traditional 
manufacturing philosophy, which is called Mass Production. While Mass Production 
focuses on high utilization of machinery and manpower with little concern for cycle time 
and wastes, Lean Manufacturing philosophy focuses on creating greater production 
efficiency by eliminating NV A activities, which create wastes. Therefore, wastes and 
value are the main focuses in the Lean Manufacturing philosophy (Womack, 1991). 
Lean Manufacturing consists of several crucial issues that are working together 
toward effectivity and efficiency, which are value, flow, pull system, and wastes. Some 
topics/techniques in Lean Manufacturing that will be discussed in this study include 
facility layout, material flow, and value analysis. 
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B. Wastes (Muda) 
In Lean Manufacturing, improvement means to eliminate wastes and reduce costs 
accordingly. Muda is a Japanese word for wastes. In manufacturing, muda can also be 
described as any production activity on the floor which uses over the minimum amount of 
resources (equipment, materials, parts, space, and worker' s time) that are needed to add 
value to the product (Suzaki , 1987). 
Although there are many types of products that are created by different processes 
and approaches, generally wastes that are found in the factory are almost the same. 
Taichi Ohno (1912-1990), the former Toyota executive has identified the first seven 
wastes in manufacturing (Womack, 1996): 
1. Waste from overproduction - making more than the customer demand 
2. Waste of waiting time-waiting because of lack of material, equipment, and 
information 
3. Transportation waste - movement of people and/or material which do not add 
value to the product 
4. Processing waste - performing unneeded process/activity to make the product 
5. Inventory waste 
6. Waste of motion - inefficient movement/motion of people 
7. Waste of product defects - fail to meet customer specification 
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C. Value 
Value can only ultimately be defined by the customer and by the producer. It is 
difficult to define value without expressing it into a product, service, or system. Once the 
product or service has been determined, value can be defined by measuring the product or 
service capability to satisfy a customer' s needs at a specified time and place (Womack, 
1996). 
The definition of value according to the Society of American Value Engineers 
(SA VE) is the lowest cost to provide the required function or service at the needed time 
and place with essential quality (King, 2000). Since the ultimate goal of this study is to 
reduce production cost, the definition of value is mostly concerned with economic value. 
Lean manufacturing and value analysis increases the value of the product or 
process by eliminating some unneeded activities and functions without reducing its 
quality or increasing its cost. 
D. Facility Layout 
Everything that happens on the work floor will have a direct effect to operations 
and any activities on the floor. Suzaki describes shop floor (Genba Kanri) as the place 
where people ultimately add value to their society and strengthen its foundation (Suzaki , 
1993). Therefore, work place organization has to be crucial for the management in order 
to improve factory operation. 
Plant Layout can be described as a careful planning of the path of product 
components (parts) in order to achieve effective and economical interrelationship 
between men, machines, methods, and material (Apple, 1963). The purpose of the layout 
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and material flow improvement is to deliver a high-quality product, reduce production 
cost and lead-time, and provide a safe and pleasant working environment (Berger, 2003). 
Therefore, by improving the production layout and material flow, the production cost can 
be reduced and the operation flow can be shorted (Meyers, 2000). 
D. 1. Non-Value-Added (NVA) Activities in Layout 
Activities that are not adding value to the product are recognized as NV A 
activities. Poor layout is an example of NV A activity. Some of the NY A activities that 
are related to the poor layout are (Suzaki, 1993): 
a) Difficulty in scheduling and coordination 
b) Waste in transportation 
c) Accumulation of work in process (WIP) inventory 
d) Double or triple handling of materials 
e) Long production lead time 
f) Difficulty in identifying cause of defects 
g) Difficulty in standardization of material flow and operator 
h) Difficulty in improving the lack of standardization 
D. 2. Key Principles of Lean Layout 
The key principles that should be employed in order to implement the lean layout 
are (Berger, 2003): 
a) Minimize material handling (handle only once), 
b) Minimize distances (avoid walking, create cells) 
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c) Minimize strain ( ergonomic, minimize muscle strain) 
d) Minimize storage 
e) Maximize utilization (optimal use of worker, machine) 
f) Maximize flexibility ( easy to react/respond if there is a problem) 
g) Maximize smooth flow 
h) Maximize visibility (easy to recognize and understand the process) 
i) Maximize communication (communication is the key to solve the problem) 
D. 3. The Benefits of Lean Layout 
There are two important parameters in lean concept that must be understood 
before determining the benefits of lean layout. First, time is the base of Lean 
Manufacturing measurement. The shorter time will result in the cheaper cost. " Lean 
approach requires everybody at every level of the organization to think about ' Time' all 
the time" (Comer, 2001 ). Second, space is also the key to measure efficiency, the bigger 
the space, the higher the cost which will be spent ( e.g. purchasing cost, maintenance 
cost, controlling cost, and utility cost). The above two parameters need to be 
implemented in order to achieve the following benefits of Lean Manufacturing 
(Akinlawon, 2003): 
a) Less production time 
b) Less inventory 
c) More productivity 
d) More return of investment and 
e) Maximum utilization and safety environment 
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E. Flow Analysis 
The definition of flow in manufacturing is defined as continuous material 
movement through various processes. A good material flow is the ultimate objective of 
lean manufacturing. Material flow is an indicator to judge effectivity of the plant. Thus, 
if the perfect flow can be established, nearly almost all wastes can be eliminated (Allen, 
2001). 
The purpose of the flow analysis is to create a smooth flow, which will reduce 
distance, backtracking, and cross traffic, by creating a safe and comfortable environment. 
Some of the impacts of the flow are (Allen, 2001): 
a) Lower inventories 
b) Better quality 
c) Less floor space 
d) Better communications 
e) Quicker response to problems, and 
f) Faster throughput 
There are several flow analysis techniques that are used in the facility and process 
planning. James Apple mentioned the more common techniques as (1977): 
a) Assembly Chart 
b) Operation Process Chart 
c) Multi-Product Process Chart 
d) String Diagram 
e) Process Chart 
f) Flow Diagram 
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g) Flow Process Chart 
h) From-To-Chart 
i) Procedure Chart, and 
j) Critical Path Network 
The flow analysis techniques that will be used in this study are Flow Process 
Chart, Flow Diagram, Process Chart, Activity Relationship Diagram (ARD), Worksheet, 
and Dimensionless Block Diagram (Meyers, 2000). 
E. 1. Flow Process Chart 
The Flow Process Chart is a diagram that shows whole processes of the product 
by using five important symbols (operations, transports, inspections, delays, and storage) 
which represent every activity that is happening to the product. Flow Process Chart is 
one of the most complete material analysis techniques (Meyers, 2000). An example of 
flow process chart is shown in Figure 3. 
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E. 2. Flow Diagram 
Product: 
Process Description: 
Department: 
Plant: 
Recorder by: 
Date: 
FLOW PROCESS CHART 
Room ID 
Sandblasting (Main Process) 
Sandblasting Shop 
lntersign Corporation, Chattanooga 
Elbert Nassey 
July 2003 
VINYL 
SUMMARY 
0 OPERATIONS 
c:, TRANSPORT 
D INSPECTIONS 
D DELAYS 
'v STORAGES 
Figure 3. An Example of Flow Process Chart 
Flow diagram shows the path of product parts from the beginning to the end of 
the process on a layout of the plant. This diagram is very helpful to find some major 
material flow problems such as backtracking, cross traffic, and distance traveled (Meyers, 
2000). In this study, Flow Diagram is assumed as a Factory Scene Map since their 
purposes are the same. An example of the flow diagram is shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. An Example of Flow Diagram of Toolbox Plant (Source: Meyers, Fred E, 
Matthew P. Stephens. Manufacturing Facilities Design and Material Handling. New 
Jersey: Prentice-Hall , 2000). 
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E. 3. Process Chart 
It is a chart that is usually used for one part of product and explains the detail of 
the process that is happening to the part. Process Chart is developed by two general 
elements: symbols and a table (Meyers, 2000). An example of the Process Chait is 
shown in Figure 5. 
INTERSIGN CORPORATION PROCESS CHART 
~ I PRESENT METHOD I 0 I PROPOSED METHOD I IDATE: I jPAGE I I I OF I I I 
PART DESCRIPTION : MARTEX 
OPERATION DESCRIPTION : PAINTING PROCESS 
SUMMARY PRESENT PROPOSED DIFF NO. TIME NO. TIME NO. TIME 
0 OPERATIONS 3 365 ANALYSIS: 
q TRANSPORT 2 10 FLOW DIAGRAM WHY WHEN ATTACHED □ INSPECTIONS 0 WHAT WHO WHERE HOW (IMPORTANT) 
D DELAYS 0 
v STORAGES 1 
DIST. TRAVELED 10 FT. FT. FT. STUDIED BY ELBERT Z. NASSEY 
DETAILS OF PROCESS METHOD Dist, Ft. Qty, I Time, Sec Cost per Time/Cost Board hr. $18 Calculation 
I ON THE RACK -- 0 q □ D SI -- ---
2 MIXING THE PAINT H q c> □ D v -- 300 
--
3 GET THE BOARD TO PAINTING AREA HF 0 ~ □ D v 5 5 
4 BLOW THE DUST H c;5 q □ D v -- 5 
5 PAINTING H Q q □ D v -- 60 
6 PUT BACK ON THE RACK HF 0 ~ □ D v 5 5 
7 0 q □ D v 
8 0 q □ D v 
9 0 q □ D v 
10 0 q □ D v 
NOTE: TOTAL 10 375 $ 1.875 I Sec=$ .005 
Figure 5. An Example of Process Chart 
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E. 4. Activity Relationship Diagram 
This is a technique in Material Flow Analysis, which is used to place every 
department, office, and service area in a proper location in order to create an effective 
and efficient layout/flow (Meyers, 2000). 
This technique is represented in a form of diagram that is called Activity 
Relationship Diagram (ARD). The diagram shows the relationship between departments 
or areas in the plant. It also explains how close and important a department is wi th 
others. 
The ARD uses the relationship codes which are described in Table 1. Figure 6 
shows an example of the ARD. 
Table 1. ARD Codes and Definitions (Meyers, Fred E. Manufacturing Facilities Design 
and Material Handling. New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 2000) 
Code Definition Function 
A Absolutely important Movement of massive amounts of material 
E Especially important Many people move but not al I at the time 
I Important Some levels are important but not necessary 
0 Ordinary importance A few activities are important 
u Unimportant No activity or interface 
X Closeness undesirable Opposite of "A" 
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2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
ACTIVITY RELATIONSHIP DIAGRAM 
Product: 
Process Description: 
Department: 
Plant: 
Recorder by: 
Date: 
RECEIVING 
SOLVENT STORAGE / MIXER 
PRODUCTION LINE 
PAINTING 
WAREHOUSE/SHIPPING 
Non Woven Fiber 
Continuous Process 
Espin Fiber Company, Chattanooga 
Elbert Nassey 
July 2003 
SOLVENT RECOVERY SYSTEM (OUTSIDE) 
R & D MACHINERY 
TOOL ROOM 
MEETING/ BRIEFING AREA 
REMOTE GAS STORAGE 
PPE (PERSONAL SAFETY EQUIPMENT) ROOM 
SUPERVISOR ROOM 
RESTROOM 
Note 
A Absolute Important 
E Important 
u Unimportant 
X Absolute Unimportant 
Figure 6. An Example of Activity Relationship Diagram (ARD) 
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E. 5. Worksheet and Dimensionless Block Diagram 
Worksheet is a form of table that also represents the relationship of departments. 
The difference between worksheet and ARD is that the ARD is in the form of a diagram, 
but the worksheet is in the form of a table. Worksheet becomes the basic data for 
Dimensionless Block Diagram (Meyers, 2000). 
Dimensionless Block Diagram is the basis of thoughts to design what the basic 
flow looks like. It is the first layout attempt and the result of the activity relationship 
diagram and worksheet (Meyers, 2000). 
F. Value Engineering and Analysis 
Value Engineering (VE) was first known as Value Analysis (VA). It was first 
conducted within the purchasing area at General Electric facility in 1947 by Lawrence D. 
Miles. As VA is more learned by many disciplines, it was realized to have broader 
applications and considered to be an industrial and professional disciple along with the 
establishment of the Society of American Value Engineers (SAVE) in 1959 (Mudge, 
1989). 
People are often confused with the distinction between VE and VA, because they 
are interchangeable for practical purposes. According to SA VE, VE is a systematic 
building of value into a product while it is still in the design or conceptual stage. On the 
other hand, VA is a systematic review of an existing product, or service, or system to 
remove unnecessary costs. Therefore, VE refers to cost avoidance and VA refers to cost 
reductions (King, 2000). 
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G. Value Analysis (VA) Objectives 
VA has three common objectives as follow (King, 2000): 
To extend the use of resources (financial, manpower, and material) by 
eliminating unnecessary cost, without affecting quality and/or performance 
To create positive economical change 
To improve employee's skills and value awareness 
To change the way people think 
H. Function Analysis and Value Formula 
H. 1. Function Analysis 
Function analysis is the heart of VA and it makes VA different from any other 
disciplines. The role of function analysis in VA is crucial because it converts the 
complex to the simple, the entangled to the straightforward, and the unsolvable to 
solvable. Therefore, function analysis is the method of thinking in VA (Mudge, 1989). 
The definition of function is something which makes the product work or satisfies 
the needs or requirements of the user. VA uses the term of function as important tool in 
analyzing products/services. There are three rules in defining functions (King, 2000): 
Rule 1: The expression of each function must be accomplished in two words: 
a verb, followed by a noun ( e.g. contain fluid , direct flow). 
Rule 2: Work functions are always expressed in action verbs and measurable 
nouns (e.g. support weight, conduct current). Sell functions are always 
expressed in passive verbs and non measurable nouns (e.g. enhance comfort, 
improve beauty). 
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All functions can be divided into two levels of importance: Basic and 
secondary. 
Table 2 shows the use of function analysis with an example of a suitcase. 
Table 2. Function Analysis Table 
Functions 
Name 
Verb Noun 
Confine Materials 
Store Materials 
Suitcase Protect Interior 
Prevent Loss 
Enhance Appearance 
H. 2. Value Formula 
VA is a systematic approach, which is concerned by economic value. Based on 
economic value analysis, the degree of perceived value of an item can be expressed as 
(King, 2000): 
If V 2'.: 1, a value exists 
Value(V) = Worlh 
Cost 
If V < 1, the item does not have a good value 
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Sometimes, it is difficult to determine the worth of an item. The worth of an item 
can be dynamic, depending on time and place ( e.g. a gallon of gas in a big city will have 
different worth with a gallon of gasoline in a small city). 
Value index is another term of value which is usually used by value engineers to 
express the value of an item. Value index is expressed as (King, 2000): 
Where, 
VI = Value index 
VI= FC 
FW 
FC = Function cost (it is the cost of a component to perform its function) 
FW = Function worth (it is the least cost to provide a given function) 
The VI is a meaningful number in VA because it shows the improvement 
potential that can be made in a given product. Therefore, the greater Vl means the 
greater potential for improvement. 
I. Value Analysis (VA) Methodology 
VA methodology often refers to VA job plans. It is a systematic approach that 
identifies steps to conduct VA and/or VE study. According to SA VE, VA job plans are 
in the following sequence (King, 2000): 
Information Phase 
Function Analysis Phase 
Creativity Phase 
Evaluation Phase 
Development or Implementation phase, and 
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Presentation Phase 
In this study, only the first five steps will be discussed. 
J. Value Analysis (VA) Tools 
There are three important VA tools that will be used in this study: Pareto 
Analysis, Functional Process Analysis, and Function Analysis System Technique (FAST) 
Diagram. 
J. 1. Pareto Analysis 
Pareto analysis is usually represented as a diagram or bar graph. It is a graph that 
shows and ranks a collection of data in descending order from right to left. It this study, 
Pareto diagram will be used to find some critical activities or processes that need more 
attentions to be improved (Besterfield, 2001 ). 
J. 2. Functional Process Analysis 
Functional Process Analysis (FPA) is a technique to record and simplify operation 
or processes in a variety of work setting. It is a table that contains the essential elements 
of VA such as process details, function analysis, and cost information. Figure 7 shows an 
example of FP A. 
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Functional Process Analysis 
A technique for deNrmining value added, nature of process operations 
PROJECT 
(NAIIE) 
PART NO. 
(PIIOCEIS IIEJNQ IIEVIEWfO) (HUIE) 
DETAILS OF PROCESS lli;I FUNCTION COST VALUE, VERB NOUN LINE CUIIU· ADDEO ITEM LATIYE {Jv~I) 
1. CX>ODv 1. 
. 
2. CX>□Dv 2. 
3. O◊ODv ,. 
.. O::>DD'v 4 . 
5. O◊DD'v s. 
6. CX>DD'v 6. 
7. O◊DD'v 1. 
.. CX>□Dv •· 
9. O◊DD'v •· 
10. Oc'>□D'v 10. 
11. Os>DD'v 11 . 
12. CX>DD'v 12. 
13. OC:::>□Dv 13. 
14. O<>DD'v 14. 
\5. <Y> DD'v 15. 
"· 
CX>DD'v 11. 
17. 0¢0D\7 17. 
11. CX>□D'v 1a. 
19. 19. 
20. 20. 
PAGE TOTAL 
Figure 7. An example of Functional Process Analysis 
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J. 3. Functional Analysis System Technique (FAST) 
Functional Analysis System Technique (FAST) is represented in the form of 
diagram which is called FAST diagram. It is a diagram which visually shows the 
interrelationship of the functions of the product, or service, or system. FAST diagram 
was first developed in 1964 by Charles Bytheway and it is a very useful tool in VA 
because (King, 2000): 
It helps to organize listing of functions in a product/service/system 
It checks the missing functions 
It identifies the basic and secondary functions 
It tests the product/service/system functions 
It helps to finding ideas for the improvements 
There are two basic types of FAST diagram in VA: Technical FAST diagram and 
Customer-Oriented FAST diagram (King, 2000). In this study, only Technical FAST 
diagram will be discussed. 
Technical FAST diagram consists of five major elements: critical path, 
questioning process (how and why), arrangement, scope line, and higher/lower level 
functions (King, 2003). Figure 8 shows the elements of the Technical FAST diagram. 
To construct the Technical FAST diagram, several major steps must be dete1mined 
(King, 2003): 
Identify task function 
Identify basic functions 
Identify secondary functions, and sub functions 
Figure 9 explains the logic of construction the Technical FAST diagram. 
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Figure 8. Function Analysis System Technique (FAST) Model and Elements 
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Figure 9. An Example and the Logic of FAST Diagram 
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III. METHODOLOGY 
A. Research Design 
This study is analyzed by using both lean layout and value analysis approaches. 
Lean layout approach is conducted by observing, evaluating and analyzing the current 
layout and material flow. A flowchart of the layout analysis is shown in Figure 10. 
The value analysis approach is also conducted by observing, evaluating, and 
analyzing the current process of making the product. It is a function analysis of a 
specified process at a specified workstation. Therefore, the value analysis is considered 
as a detail process analysis. The value analysis approach is characterized by several 
penetrating questions, which determine what the process is, what it does, what it must be, 
what it will cost, and what can be done by using other techniques (King, 2000). The 
flowchart of the value analysis methodology is shown in Figure l l. 
Based on the evaluations of these two approaches, the new layout and process 
improvements are expected to be more flexible, productive, safe, efficient, and effective, 
which will also help the company to reduce the production cost. 
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Data Gathering 
Process Chart 
Relationship Diagram 
Layout Alternatives 
Evaluation 
Activities 
Flow 
Current layout 
Time, Distance & --1 
Method 
Reason 
Restrictions 
Figure 10. Flowchart of the Layout Analysis Methodology 
What is it? 
What does it cost? 
Flow Process Chart 
Pareto Analysis 
Information Phase Define functions 
Assign cost to functions 
Function Analysis Determine worth 
Functional Process Analysis 
Creativity --~ Generate Ideas Fast Diagram 
Evaluation 
Implementation --~ Simple economic analysis 
Figure 11. Flowchart of the Value Analysis Methodology 
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B. Data Collection 
In this study, three data collection methods have been used: 
• Interview: The operators and plant manager have been interviewed during the 
production. Some of the questions that have been asked were what the 
process is, what they do, how they do the job, what they need to do the job, 
and how long they perform to do the job. The current layout was al so 
provided by the company during the interview. 
• Observation: The Company has been visited several times to gather the 
needed data. The observation includes shop floor walkthrough, observation of 
the sandblasting process, and taking some pictures of the products and 
processes. 
• Literature review: Materials from books, articles, journals, and proj ects 
which are related to the subject have been collected for this study. The 
Internet was also used to collect information related to the subject to suppo11 
this study. 
Some data that have been collected are divided into two major categories: data 
collections for the layout analysis and data collections for the value analysis. Current 
layout, detail processes/activities, workstation design and current production flow are 
those that are used for the layout analysis. Internal process detail , work method/func tion, 
function cost, and worth cost are used for the value analysis part. 
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C. Limitations of the Study 
The limitations of this study are: 
The analysis of the lean layout is conducted and examined on the current layout, 
building, and environment. The current sandblasting process is conducted in 
Buildings A and B. Since the company wants to expand their business, the 
proposed layout is designed by combining the new building which is building C. 
The proposed layout design is assumed to have the same environmental 
conditions like the current one. All numbers and calculations are based and 
collected in the current work floor environment. The assumption is that if the 
working environment changed, the performance of workers would possibly 
change too. 
In the layout analysis, the sandblaster and automatic cutting machine (Multi-
Camm) are fixed machines which cannot easily be moved. Thus, the sandblaster 
and the Multi-Camm machines should stay in building B. 
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IV. LAYOUT ANALYSIS 
Shop floor is the first important step in planning and improving factory operation, 
because everything that happens there, will affect the major performance of the operation. 
Some problems on the floor which potentially create Non-Value-Added (NVA) activities 
( e.g. irrational layout, erratic flow, accumulating inventories, and poor workstation 
design) must be eliminated to reduce production cost, increase safety, and psychological 
aspect among workers. Therefore, the layout of the new building should support the lean 
concept. 
A. Sandblasting Process and Flow 
There are two types of materials to make sandblasting product: martex and vinyl. 
Martex is the material which is sandblasted and vinyl is the material which is used to 
cover the surface. 
First, the martex is cut into small pieces based on the customer' s order, and then 
the small pieces of martex is taped on the back side in order to be put on the board . Then, 
the board goes to sandblaster to get frosted before getting painted and then it goes to 
vinyl application. After vinyl application, it goes to sandblaster to get raised. Last 
process is finishing, in which the vinyl is peeled and gets touched up before going to 
inventory and ready to be shipped. Figure 12 shows the flow process chart of the 
sandblasting production. To support the information given in Figure 12, Figure 13 also 
shows the process sequence in pictures. 
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Product: 
Process Description: 
Department: 
Plant: 
Recorder by: 
Date: 
FLOW PROCESS CHART 
Room ID 
Sandblasting (Main Process) 
Sandblasting Shop 
lntersign Corporation, Chattanooga 
Elbert Nassey 
July 2003 
( __ V_IN_YL_~) ( __ M_AR_TE_X ~) 
Vinyl storage Storage 1 
To plotter/ cutter To cutting station 
Cutting Cutting 
To vinyt station To storage 2 
Delay-storage 2 
To back l~ing station 
Back taping/ put on board 
To sandblaster 
Frosting 
To vinyl station 
Inspect surfa::e & apply vinyl 
To sandblaster 
Sandblasting/ get raised 
To painting station 
Painting 
To finishing station 
Peeling the vinyl 
Final inspection 
Packaging 
To shipping/ ending slorage 
Storage/Warehouse 
SUMMARY 
0 OPERATIONS 
Q TRANSPORT 
□ INSPECTIONS 
D DELAYS 
v STORAGES 
Figure 12. Flow Process Chart of the Sandblasting Process 
-
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PROCESSES AND SEQUENCE 
Product: 
Description: 
Department: 
Plant: 
Recorder by: 
Date: 
¢ 
STORAGE 
y 
VINYL APPLICATION 
~ 
SANDBLASTI NG 
Room ID 
Process Sequences 
Sandblasting Shop 
lntersign Corporation, Chattanooga 
Elbert Nassey 
July 2003 
9 
CUTTING 
y 
FROSTING 
9 
PAINTING 
PACKAGING 
SHELVES 
~ 
BACKTAPING 
FINISHING 
FINISHED PRODUCTS 
Figure 13. Process Sequences and Pictures of Sandblasting Production 
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Internal process detail (motion), process method, process time, and process cost 
are not shown on the flow process chart. This information is provided on the other type 
of diagram which is called process chart. The process chart of sandblasting production is 
shown in Appendix A. 
B. Current Layout and Flow 
The current sandblasting production takes place in two buildings in order to 
complete all processes, which are buildings A and 8. Building A is the main building 
where main offices are, and building B is the shop floor where the major sandblasting 
production processes occur. Table 3 shows the list of sandblasting process in the current 
building, buildings A and B. Figure 14 shows the process and transportation flow 
between building A and B. Figures 15 and 16 show the current layout and process flow 
of building B. 
Table 3. Building and Sandblasting Process 
BUILDING SANDBLASTING PROCESS 
Painting 
Finishing 
A Packaging and Shipping 
Receiving and Storage 
Cutting 
Shelves 
Back Taping 
Frosting 
B Vinyl Application 
Sandblasting 
Manager Room 
Break Room 
Restroom 
Printer/ Copy Room 
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Product: 
Scene Description: 
Department: 
Plant: 
Recorder by: 
Date: 
FACTORY SCENE 
Room ID 
Current Factory Scene 
Sandblasting Shop 
lntersign Corporation, Chattanooga 
Elbert Nassey 
July 2003 
1 Storage 
__ ,,-~ 
------i 
/ Top,.nting ',, 
; 
; 
; 
'-·-·••<><•-····-·····•·-·······-················••:•• ··············'------------~ 
i 
Building A 
·-./,'_ 
·. IL=. ' 
'biiTil~ -'-
Packaging ', 
Figure 14. Factory Scene of the Sandblasting Production 
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CURRENT LAYOUT 
[ 
b 
0 0 Q 0 
D 0 
0 
uu 
0 
j 
BUILDING A 
• Painting 
.. Finishing 
• Shipping 
BUILDING B 
• Storage 
• Cutting 
• Shelves 
• Backtaping 
• Frosting 
• Vinyl Application 
• Sandblasting 
Figure 15. Current Layout of Sandblasting Production Shop (Building B) 
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CURRENT PROCESS FLOW (SPAGHETTI DIAGRAM) 
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BUILDING A 
[] Qlt~An!a 
• [ D 
~I 
• Painting 
• Finishing 
• Shipping 
P,.,nt0c,,:,!h 
CD= BUILDING B 
D • Storage • Cutting 
• Shelves 
• Backtaping 
• Frosting 
• Vinyl Application 
• Sandblasting 
0 D 
V+ny! Oes,!;1l& 
'"""""""' Cl Cl 
1 
''"'"" 
0 0 [_J fQl rr§:J rr§:J ""~ Q 
Figure 16. The flow of the Sandblasting Production at Building B 
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C. Problem Areas 
The focal point of lean layout is "wastes," thus all activities on the cmTent system 
should be evaluated based on the existing of wastes. Some major problems and wastes 
that are found on the current layout are: 
erratic process flow ( e.g. cross traffic) 
spending too much time on transportation ( e.g. long di stance) 
accumulated work-in-process (WIP) inventory ( e.g. existing of stop area) 
waste in waiting time ( e.g. existing of stop area, poor inventory control) 
risky activities caused by transportation ( e.g. cross traffic , long distance of 
transportation) 
inefficient inventory system, and 
double material handling (e.g. existing of the stop area) 
Some problems and wastes are related to each other, it means creating one type of 
waste evolve others. Most problems are occurred on the shop floor have strong 
relationship with the layout design. The proposed layout is expected to 
eliminate/reduce the existing problems. 
D. Layout Design 
Three approaches that are used in designing the new layout: activity relationship 
diagram, worksheet, and dimensionless block diagram. 
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D.1. Activity Relationship Diagram 
The first task in designing activity relationship diagram (ARD) is to identify 
services and auxiliary activities needed to support the major activities in sandblasting 
production. The activities in the production shop can be assumed as depmtments, 
workstations, and services (e.g. cutting, painting). The li st of the activities in 
sandblasting production is shown in Table 4. 
Table 4. Sandblasting Production Activities and Services 
Major Activity No. Auxiliary Activity 
1 Receiving and Storage 
2 Cutting 
3 Shelves 
4 Back Taping 
Production 5 Frosting 
6 Painting 
7 Vinyl Aoolication 
8 Sandblasting 
9 Finishing 
10 Packaging and Shipping 
11 Manager Room 
Offices 12 Office 
13 Printer / Copy Room 
Services 14 Break Room 
15 Restroom 
Those activities from Table 4 are addressed and analyzed in a diagram by its 
relationships, which is called ARD as shown in Figure 17. 
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ACTIVITY RELATIONSHIP DIAGRAM 
Product: Sandblasting Product (Room ID) 
Process Description: Job Shop Production 
Department: Sandblasting & Graphics Production 
Plant: lntersign Corporation, Chattanooga, TN 
Recorder by: Elbert Nassey 
Date: August 2003 
Note 
Storage I Receiving A Absolute Important 
E Important 
2 Cutting U Unimportant 
X Absolute Unimportant 
3 Shelves 
7 
4 Back Taping 
5 Frosting 
11 
6 Vinyl Application 12 
7 Sandblasting 
8 Painting 
9 Finishing 
3 
10 Packaging and Shipping 4 
11 Manager Room 
12 Office 
13 Printer I Copy Room 
Reason 
14 Break Room 1 Degree of personal contact 
2 Degree of paperwork contact 
15 Restroom 3 Sequence of workflow 
4 Noise, vibration , dirt 
Figure 17. The ARD of the Sandblasting Production Shop 
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D. 2. Worksheet and Dimensionless Block Diagram 
After construction the ARD, the next step in designing the new layout is to 
construct the worksheet. The purpose of constructing the worksheet is to arrange and 
prepare data from the ARD, which will be needed in developing the dimensionless block 
diagram. Therefore, the data in the worksheet become the basic data for the 
dimensionless block diagram. The worksheet of the sandblasting production is shown in 
Table 5. 
Table 5. Worksheet of the Sandblasting Production (From Figure 20) 
WORKSHEET (From ARD) 
No. Department A E u X 
I Storage I Receiving 2 . 3,4,5,10,15 6,8,9,11 ,12,13,14 
2 Cutting 1,3 . 4,5,7, I 0, 15 6,8,9,11 ,12,13,14 
3 Shelves 2,4 . 1,5,7,10,14,15 8,9,11,12,13 
4 Back Taping 3,5,7 - 1,2,6,9, 10, 14,15 8, II, 12, 13 
5 frosting 4,6,7 . 1,2,3,14, 15 8,9,10,11,12,13 
6 Vinyl Application 5,7 . 3,4,9,10,14,15 1,2,8,11, 12,13 
7 Sandblasting 4,5,6,8 - 1,2,3,9, I 0, 14, 15 11,12,13 
8 Painting 7,9 . 14,15 1,2,3,4,5,6,10,11,12,13 
9 finishing 8,10 - 4,6,7, 14, 15 1,2,3,5,11,12,13 
10 Packaging & Shipping 9 - 1,2,3,4,6,7, 14, 15 5,8,11,12,13 
II Hanager Room 12,13 14,15 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9, I 0 
12 Office 11,13 14,15 . 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9.10 
13 Printer / Copy Room 11,12 . 15 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9, 10, 14 
14 Break Room . 11,12,15 3,4,5,6,7,8,9, I 0 1,2, 13 
15 Restroom . 11,12,14 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9, 10 
Based on Table 5, the dimensionless block diagrams have been constructed. 
There are two alternatives of the ideal dimensionless block diagrams as shown in Figures 
18a and 18b. 
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ALTERNATIVE 1 
,, 
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<BLOCK DIAGRAM> - -
1 lstorage 2lcutting 31st elves 
- - -
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1 OIPack- 9IFinish. 81Paint 51Frost- 4lsack 
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-
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Sandbl. 
Figure 18a. The Ideal Dimensionless Block Diagram (Alternative I) 
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1 OIPack- 9IFinish. 
Ship. 
Figure 18b. The Ideal Dimensionless Block Diagram (Alternative II ) 
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The dimensionless block diagrams that are shown in Figures 18a and 1 8b are the 
ideal models which provide the basic flow of the process and material in one production 
floor. However, in designing the new layout, some restrictions are applied. Those 
restrictions are the fixed sandblaster and automatic cutting machine positions due to its 
difficulty to move. 
D. 3. Proposed Layout 
Based on the two models of the dimensionless block diagram and by taking the 
restrictions into account, there are two layout alternatives that are proposed for the new 
sandblasting production layout. The first layout alternative is constructed by considering 
the first model of the dimensionless block diagram (Figure 18a), and the second layout 
alternative is based on the second model of the dimensionless block diagram (Figure 
18b ). Figure I 9 shows the first layout alternative, and Figure 20 shows the second layout 
alternative. The process and material flow of both alternatives are also provided in 
Figures 21 and 22. 
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Figure 19. Proposed Layout Alternative 1 (Based on Figure 21 a) 
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Figure 21. Material Flow of the Layout Alternative 1 
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Figure 22. Material Flow of the Layout Alternative 2 
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E. Evaluation 
In this phase, current layout, layout alternative 1, and layout alternative 2 are 
evaluated and compared in Table 6. All numbers in Table 6 are based on the information 
contained in the process chart for the current and proposed layouts. The process charts 
for the proposed layouts are provided in Appendices B and C. 
Table 6. Evaluation Table of Layout Design for the Production of 1 Board 
Description 
Current 
Number of Operation 27 
Number of Transportation 28 
Number of Inspection 3 
Number of Delay 5 
Number of Storage/WIP Storage 8 
# of Movement / # of Ooeration 1.04 
Total Distance (Ft) 793 
Total Labor Time (Second)* 11 536.5 
Total Labor Cost ($)* * 57.68 
Time Reduction (Second)*** 0 
Efficiency **** 100.00% 
* Total labor time needed per board 
** Total labor cost per board = Total labor time * $ 0.005 
*** Time reduction = Total time - Total current labor time 
**** Efficiency = (Total time/ Total current time) x 100% 
F. Findings and Graphs 
F.1. Findings 
Layout 
Alternative 1 Alternative 2 
27 27 
26 26 
3 3 
2 2 
8 8 
0.96 0.96 
658 548 
11 401.5 11,291.5 
57.01 56.46 
135.0 245 .0 
101.18% 102.17% 
The purpose of lean layout in this study is to eliminate wastes, to improve the 
performance of the current layout, and to provide a new design of the layout. Therefore, 
the proposed layouts have been designed to reduce some problems and shortcomings of 
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the current layout. There are some points that have been discovered on the new layouts 
by comparing with the current one: 
• The new layouts have better process and material flow than the current one. 
Some erratic flows that have been found on the current layout have been reduced. 
However, there is still an area where cross-traffic can still be found due to the 
restrictions of this study. This area is the one which is closed to the sandblaster, 
where the sandblaster cannot be moved. 
• The new layouts are capable to reduce transportation time, although the 
production area becomes larger than the current one. Based on the information 
from Table 6, the new layout alternative I and 2 have 26 steps, which are 2 steps 
less than the number of transportation steps in the current layout. As a result, the 
layout alternative 1 can reduce the distance by 135 feet less than the total distance 
in the current layout, and the layout alternative 2 can reduce the distance by 245 
feet less than the total distance in the current layout. 
• The new layouts are able to eliminate the WIP inventory which is found on the 
current layout. The WIP inventory in the current layout (building B) is 
represented by the existing of the stop area which will be removed in the new 
layouts. 
• Both alternatives of the new layout reduce the number of delays by 3 steps less 
than the current one, which are 5 steps. 
• The total labor time needed to produce a board in the new layout alternative 1 is 
135 seconds (2.25 ~ 3 minutes) less than the total time needed at the current one 
and the total time needed to produce a board in the new layout alternative 2 is 245 
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seconds (4.08 ~ 4 minutes) less than the total time needed at the current one. As 
the result, the new layout alternatives 1 and 2 can save the labor cost by $ 
0.67/board and $1.22/board respectively. 
F.2. Graphs 
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Figure 23. Number of Transportation Graph 
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Figure 24. Number of Delay Graph 
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V. VALUE ANALYSIS 
The value analysis (VA) of the sandblasting production will follow the VA job 
plans. In this study, five _VAjob plans will be discussed: 
• Information phase (Pareto Analysis) 
• Function analysis 
• Idea generation phase (creativity) 
• Evaluation 
• Implementation Phase (Findings) 
A. Information Phase (Pareto Analysis) 
In VA, function and cost are the important drivers to be considered. The cost of 
the process cannot be determined directly, but the cost of product can be determined 
easily. Time is the measure to find out what the cost is for the process. In this study, the 
time of making the product is converted to the amount of dollars, such as labor cost. 
Pareto analysis is one way to separate the time consuming and not time 
consuming process. The Pareto Analysis is based on 80%:20% rules in which 80% 
represents a percentage of elements which take 80% of the total cost. The list of 
processes and time needed in each process is shown in Table 7. The analysi s of 
80%:20% rule is shown in Table 8 and Figure 29 shows the Pareto diagram. 
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Table 7. Processes List and Time Needed 
INTERSIGN CORPORATION 
PROCESS OF MAKING SANDBLASTING PRODUCT 
TIME 
No. PROCESS Type {SEC) 0/o 
1 Cutting Operation 1,073 9.21 
2 Back taping Operation 707 6.07 
3 Frosting Operation 910 7.81 
4 From Frosting to Painting Transportation 175 1.50 
5 Painting Operation 375 3 .22 
6 From Painting to Vinyl Application Transportation 175 1.50 
7 Vinyl Application Operation 2,476 21.24 
8 Sandblasting Process Operation 2,420 20.76 
9 From Sandblasting to Finishing - Transportation 100 0.86 
10 Finishinq Operation 3,246 27.84 
11,657 100.00 
Table 8. Pareto Analysis Table 
INTERSIGN CORPORATION 
PROCESS OF MAKING SANDBLASTING PRODUCT 
TIME Cumm. 
No. PROCESS Type (SEC) 0/o 0/o 
10 Finishing Operation 3,246 27.84 27.84 
7 Vinyl Application Operation 2,476 21.24 49.08 
8 Sandblasting Process Operation 2,420 20.76 69.85 
1 Cutting Operation 1,073 9.21 79.05 
3 Frosting Operation 910 7.81 86.86 
2 Back taping Operation 707 6.07 92.92 
5 Painting Operation 375 3.22 96.14 
4 From Frosting to Painting Transportation 175 1.50 97.64 
6 From Painting to Vinyl Application Transportation 175 1.50 99.14 
9 From Sandblasting to Finishinq Transportation 100 0.86 100.00 
11,657 100.00 
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Pareto Diagram 
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Figure 29. Pareto Diagram of Sandblasting Production Processes 
Based on the Pareto analysis in Figure 29, there are three processes that take 
longer time than others, which also mean higher production cost. These processes are 
vinyl application, sandblasting, and finishing. This study addresses these three processes. 
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B. Vinyl Application 
B. 1. Functional Analysis of Vinyl Application 
Functional analysis of vinyl application is represented in Table 9. It provides the 
detail process and steps, basic functions, and time needed of each sub process in vinyl 
application. 
Table 9. Functional Process Analysis of Vinyl Application 
FUNCTIONAL PROCESS ANALYSIS 
Process: Vinyl Application 
N Function Time Cost@ Cum. Detail Process Type $.005/ 
0 Verb Noun (Second) Sec* Cost($) 
1 On the rack 0 q □ L9 v None - - - -
2 Blow dust ~ q □ 0 v Remove Dirt 5 0.03 0.03 
3 Get the board 0 ) □ 0 v Transport Product 3 0.02 0.04 
4 Clean with alcohol I~ q □ 0 v Remove Dirt 300 1.50 1.54 
5 Apply glue 0 q □ 0 v Add Adhesive 300 1.50 3.04 
6 Drying with hairdryer 0 q □ 0 v Remove Moist 300 1.50 4.54 
-
·-
7 Apply vinyl E~ q □ 0 v Protect Surface 300 1.50 
8 Wipe off with wet sponge 0 q □ 0 v Remove Adhesive 300 1.50 
9 Drying with paper towel i t q □ 0 v Remove Moist 300 1.50 
10 Check the surface 0 q -, 0 v Assure Conformance 10 0.05 
11 Put back the board on rack 0 ,, □ 0 v Transport Product 3 0.02 
12 To sandblaster 0 ~ □ 0 v Transport Product 55 0.28 
• Labor cost= $18.00/hour, or$ 0.005/sec. Calculations are based on time needed per board. 
The FAST diagram, which is shown in Figure 30, explains the logic of vinyl 
application process and some basic functions that are provided in Table 9. 
6.04 
7.54 
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9.11 
9.39 
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FAST DIAGRAM OF VINYL APPLICATION 
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Peel Vinyl Wipe Material 
Figure 30. FAST Diagram of Vinyl Application 
Based on Table 9, all sub processes that have functions are converted into costs in 
order to get the value index (VI) of the process. The calculation of VI is shown in Table 
10. 
Table 10. Function Cost (FC) and Function Worth (FW) of Vinyl Application 
Function Cost & Function Worth 
Process : Vinyl Application 
Step Detail Process Function Function Value Added Function Notes 
Verb Noun Cost Worth 
1 On the rack None - - - -
2 Blow dust Remove Dirt $0.03 Eliminate $0.00 No need 
3 Get the board Transport Product $0.02 - $0.02 -
4 Clean with alcohol Remove Dirt $1.50 - $1 .50 -
5 Apply glue Add Adhesive $1 .50 Use spray $0.05 10 Sec 
6 Drying Remove Moist $1 .50 Bigger hairdryer $0.75 
7 Apply vinyl Cover Sign $1 .50 - $1 .50 -
8 Wipe off with sponge Remove Adhesive $1 .50 - $1 .50 -
0.5 
9 Dry with paper towel Remove Moist $1.50 Bigger hairdryer $0.75 times 
10 Check the surface Assure Conformance $0.05 - $0.05 -
11 Put the board on rack Transport Product $0.02 - $0.02 -
12 To Sandblaster Transport Product $0.28 $0.28 
TOTAL F. Cost= $9.38 F. Worth= $6.41 
Value Index (VI) = FC / FW = 1.46 
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B. 2. Idea Generation of Vinyl Application 
VI (Vinyl Application) = 1 .46 
'-- -- - --- ~ (From Table 10) 
The VI of the vinyl application process is more than I ; it means there is a 
possibility to do some improvements for the process. There are four sub processes that 
can be improved: blow dust (step 2), apply glue (step 5), d,y ing (step 6), and dry ing with 
paper towel (step 9). The idea generation for the vinyl application is explained in Table 
11. 
Table 11. The Idea Generation of the Vinyl Application 
Step # Sub-process 
2 Blow dust 
5 Apply glue 
Idea Generation 
The function of blowing dust is to remove dirt. This step is 
considered as an unneeded activity, since the product will be 
cleaned by alcohol (step 4) on the next process which has the 
same function ("remove dirt"). Thus, the process of blowing 
dust can be eliminated. 
Basic function: add adhesive 
How to add adhesive: apply glue 
How to apply glue: 
- Spread glue ( current technique) 
- Spray glue 
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6 
9 
Drying 
Since spray glue seems to be more efficient way, spraying 
technique can be considered to be used (just like spraying glue 
in the cutting process, see process chart of cutting process in 
appendix A) 
Basic function: remove moist 
How to remove moist: blow heat 
How to blow heat: 
- produce heat 
- remove air 
There are two factors that are important in drying process: 
heat (temperature) and air speed. The higher heat and speed 
will result in faster drying. In this case, a powerful hair dryer 
needs to be considered. 
Drying with Since the basic function of this process is to remove moist, the 
paper towel same approach in step 6 can be considered in this sub process 
C. Sandblasting Process 
C. 1. Function Analysis of Sandblasting Process 
Functional analysis of sandblasting process is represented in Table 12. It provides 
detail process and steps, basic functions, and time needed of each sub process in the 
sandblasting process. 
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Table 12. Functional Process Analysis of Sandblasting Process 
FUNCTIONAL PROCESS ANALYSIS 
Process: Sandblasting 
Cost@ N Function Time Detail Process Type $.005/ 
0 Verb Noun (Second) second 
1 On the rack 0 Q □ J) v None - -
2 To sandblaster 0 yr vO D v Transport Product 5 0.03 
3 Sandblasting ft Q □ D v Blast Sand 2,400 12.00 
4 Inspect the deep, 3 mm 0 Q ~ D v Assure Conformance 10 0.05 
5 To the rack 0 ~ □ D v Transport Product 5 0.03 
• Labor cost=$ 18.00/hour, or$ 0.005/sec. Calculations are based on time needed per board. 
The FAST diagram of Sandblasting Process, which is shown in Figure 31, 
explains the logic of the process. 
FAST DIAGRAM OF SANDBLASTING PROCESS 
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Figure 31. FAST Diagram of Sandblasting Process 
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Based on Table 12, all sub processes that have functions are converted into costs in order 
to get the VI of the process. The calculation of the VI is shown in Table 13. 
Table 13. FC and FW of Sandblasting Process 
Function Cost & Function Worth 
Process : Sandblasting 
Step Detail Process Function Function Value Added Function Notes 
Verb Noun Cost Worth 
1 On the rack None - - - -
2 To sandblaster Transport Product $0.03 - $0.03 -
3 Sandblastinq Blast Sand $12.00 Use automatic $0.00 No labor$ 
4 Inspect the deep, 3 mm Assure Conformance $0.05 Use automatic $0.00 No need 
5 To the rack Transport Product $0.03 - $0.03 
TOTAL F. Cost= $12.10 F. Worth= $0.05 
Value Index (VI) = FC / FW = 242.00 
C. 2. Idea Generation of Sandblasting Process 
VI (Sandblasting) = 242 
~-------~ (From Table 13) 
The VI of the sandblasting process shows that there is a big possibility to increase 
the value. To increase the value of sandblasting process, the automatic sandblaster would 
be considered. There are some advantages by doing the process with automatic 
sandblaster, which is shown in Table 14. 
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Table 14. Manual vs. Automatic Sandblaster 
Manual Sandblaster Automatic Sandblaster 
More people skill Less labor skill 
Need inspection (3 mm deep) No need inspection (3 mm deep) 
Human Efforts and fatigue Machine efforts 
Slow process(+/- 45 minutes/board) Fast Process(+/- 20 Minutes/board) 
The automatic sandblaster gives a great advantage in terms of human efforts. By 
reducing the human effort, the company will also be able to reduce the cost (labor cost). 
D. Finishing 
D. 1. Functional Analysis of Finishing Process 
Functional analysis of finishing process is represented in Table 15. It provides the 
detail process and steps, basic functions, and time needed of each sub process in finishing 
process. 
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Table 15. Functional Process Analysis of Finishing Process 
--
FUNCTIONAL PROCESS ANALYSIS 
Process: Finishing 
N Function Time Cost@ Cum. Detail Process Type 
0 Verb Noun (Second) $.005/sec Cost($) 
1 On the rack 0 q □ , 'v None 
2 To table 1 0 ~ □ D 'v Transport Product 3 0.02 0.02 
3 Take the sign out of board 0 q □ D 'v Remove Signs 60 0.30 0.32 
4 Soak the sign 
'~ 
q □ D 'v Apply Moist 1800 9.00 9.32 
5 Scratch the vinyl 
'~ 
q □ D 'v Remove Vinyl 300 1.50 10.82 
6 Let them dry 0 q □ ~ 'v Remove Moist 300 150 12.32 
7 To table 2 0 1yr □ D 'v Transport Product 3 0.02 12.33 
8 Cleaning by rubber stick • 
q □ D 'v Remove Dirst 300 1.50 13.83 
9 Backtaping • 
q □ D 'v Apply Tape 300 150 15.33 
10 To spray area 0 [)$ □ D 'v Transport Product 15 0.08 15.41 
11 Spraying ~ q □ D 'v Shine Surface 60 0.30 15.71 
12 To table 3 0 ~ □ D 'v Transport Product 10 0.05 15.76 
13 Inspect + Put it in the bag 0 q 
-
D 'v Assure Conformance 60 0.30 16.06 
14 To shipping 0 ctf □ D 'v Transport Product 50 0.25 16.31 
• Labor cost=$ 18.00/hour, or$ 0.005/sec. Calculations are based on time needed per board. 
The FAST diagram of finishing process, which is shown in Figure 32, explains 
the logic of sandblasting process and some basic functions are provided in Table 15. 
FAST DIAGRAM OF FINISHING PROCESS 
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HOW _., Clean and Shinny Clean Area 
,._ WHY 
Product 
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Figure 32. FAST Diagram of Finishing Process 
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Based on Table 15, all sub processes that have functions are converted into costs 
in order to get the VI of the process. The calculation of VI can be seen in Table 16. 
Table 16. FC and FW of Finishing Process 
Function Cost & Function Worth 
Project : Finishing 
Step Detail Process Function Function Value Added Function Notes 
Verb Noun Cost Worth 
1 On the rack None - - . - -
2 To table 1 Transport Product $0.02 - $0.02 -
3 Take the sign out the board Remove Signs $0.30 - $0.30 -
4 Soak the sign Apply Moist $9.00 - $9.00 -
5 Scratch the vinyl Remove Vinyl $1.50 - $1.50 -
Use 
6 Let them dry Remove Moist $1 .50 Bi~mer hairdryer $0.75 dryer 
7 To table 2 Transport Product $0.02 - $0.02 -
8 Clean by rubber stick Remove Dirt $1 .50 - $1 .50 -
9 Back taping Apply Tape $1 .50 - $1 .50 -
10 To spray area Transport Product $0.08 Improve layout $0.02 3 Ft 
11 Spraying Shine Surface $0.30 - $0.30 -
12 To table 3 Transport Product $0.05 Improve layout $0.02 3 Ft 
13 Inspect + put in the bag Assure Conformance $0.30 - $0.30 -
14 To Shipping Transport Product $0.25 $0.25 
TOTAL F. Cost= $16.31 F. Worth= $15.46 
Value Index (VI) = FC / FW = 1.05 
D. 2. Idea Generation of Finishing Process 
VI (Finishing) = 1,05 
(From Table 16) 
The VI number is closer to 1. It means there are a few areas of improvements in the 
process. In finishing process (Table 15), there are five transportation activities and two 
delays. It seems that the major improvement issues in the finishing process are related to 
the poor layout design. Therefore, the process will be more efficient if the layout can be 
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-
improved or redesigned. The current flow and layout of the finishing station can be seen 
in Figure 33. 
On the current layout of the finishing process some activities are considered as 
non value added (NV A) activities such as transportation. Therefore step 2, step 4, and 
step 5 (Figure 33) must be reduced in order to eliminate transportation time. The 
proposed layout which is provided in Figure 34 shows a better flow and arrangement. 
CURRENT LAYOUT & FLOW OF THE FINISHING PROCESS PROPOSED LAYOUT & FLOW OF THE FINISHING PROCESS 
Soak Area 
Spray Area 
Table 2 
Table 1 
Table 3 
Rack 
Tab 1 
Spray Area 
Figure 33. Current Finishing Flow Figure 34. Proposed Finishing Flow 
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E. Evaluation 
In this phase, some potential improvements that have been found in vinyl 
application, sandblasting, and finishing are evaluated and compared in Table 17. 
Table 17. Evaluation of the Three Processes 
Process Sub-Process Methods Cost($) Reduction 
Current Proposed Current Proposed 
Blow dust Blow air -None- $0.03 $0.00 
Apply qlue Spread qlue Spray qlue $1 .50 $0.05 
Vinyl Small Dryinq hairdryer Biaaer hairdryer $1 .50 $0.75 Application 
Drying with paper 
towel Paper towel Biaaer hairdryer $15.00 $0.75 
Total $18.03 $1 .55 
Manual Automatic 
Sandblastinq machine machine $12.00 $0.00 
Sandblasting Inspect deep (3mm) Ruler -None- $0.05 $0.00 
Total $12.05 $0.00 
Let them dry Let them dry Biaaer hairdryer $1.50 $0.75 
Finishing To spray area 15 Ft 3 Ft $0.08 $0.02 
To table 3 10 Ft 3 Ft $0.05 $0.02 
Total $1 .63 $0.78 
GRAND TOTAL $31 .70 $2.33 
Note: All calculations are based on the operatinq time per board and have been rounded up into two diqits. 
F. Implementation and Findings Phase 
This part consists of three sections: 
Implementation and findings of the vinyl application 
Implementation and findings of the sandblasting process 
Implementation and findings of the finishing process 
($) 
$0.03 
$1.45 
$0.75 
$14.25 
$16.48 
$12.00 
$0.05 
$12.05 
$0.75 
$0.06 
$0.04 
$0.85 
$29.37 
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F. 1. Implementation and Findings of the Vinyl Application 
The implementation and findings for the vinyl application is applied on four sub 
processes (blow dust, apply glue, drying, and drying with paper towel). Blowing dust is 
considered to be an unnecessary activity since the next step (clean with alcohol) has the 
same function with blowing dust, this method will save $0.03/board. If the problem still 
occurs and the company thinks that blowing dust is still important, then the company 
needs to find alternatives to exchange the process. The best way to avoid the process is 
to find the causes. Based on the observation, dirty environment is one of the causes that 
make blowing dust is a must. Therefore, a clean area for vinyl application must be 
established. 
The function of applying glue to the material is to add adhesive to the surface of 
the material before the vinyl is applied. On the current process, the method of doing the 
process is pouring the glue to the surface and spreading the glue by squeegee. An 
alternative to apply glue to the material is to spray instead of spread. To do that, the glue 
that is used by the cutting machine can be applied and the new method will save 
$1.45/board. 
To dry the material, the company uses hairdryer. There are two important factors 
that will succeed the process: heat and speed. An alternative for this process is to get a 
higher power (1200 watt above) hairdryer that will cost around $70. This hairdryer can 
also be used to exchange the process of drying by paper towel and the new method will 
save $0.75/board. 
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F. 2. Implementation and Findings of the Sandblasting Process 
The implementation for this process is to buy an automatic sandblaster, which 
will cost around $10,000. An economic analysis for this process must be done. 
Assumptions: 
The current machine has maximum output 14 boards per day (1 rack) 
If a demand for this process will be more than 14 boards, the automatic machine 
can be considered. 
If the company decides to buy, the company will save $12.05 per board (labor 
hours), for 14 boards the company will save $168.7 /day. It means that within 60 
days the companies will payoff the cost of the machine. 
Another advantage of using the automatic sandblaster, the labor is no longer 
needed to do inspection of the deep of the material surface (3mm), which will al so 
save a great amount of time. 
F. 3. Implementation and Findings of the Finishing Process 
The major problem of the finishing process is the poor layout. To improve the 
process, a new design of the layout is proposed. The proposed flow will save around 
$0.85 per board (see Table 17). For the layout problem, the assumption is the more space 
the company could save, the more dollars would be saved, and less transportation would 
occur. The new layout will also increase safety environment and psychology among 
workers. 
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G. Graphs 
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Figure 35. Comparison Graph of Vinyl Application 
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Figure 36. Comparison Graph of Sandblasting Process 
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Figure 37. Comparison Graph of Finishing Process 
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VI. THE IMPLEMENTATION OF LEAN METHOD AND VALUE ANALYSIS 
This study has been conducted by implementing two improvement methods, 
which are lean layout and value analysis. Basically, lean method and value analysis have 
the same purpose, which is to save company' s money without reducing quality of the 
products, processes, and/or services. Both methods come out with some improvement 
results that will help the company to increase its performance and reduce production cost 
., 
There are several :findings that have been found in the implementation of both 
lean layout and value analysis. The findings are represented in Table 18, which also 
shows the comparison between lean layout and value analysis. 
Table 18. Lean Layout vs. Value Analysis 
Lean Layout Value Analysis 
Focus: Focus: 
Eliminating wastes to reduce cost without sacrificing necessary Eliminating unneeded fun ctions to remove unnecessary or 
quality or perfonnance excessive cost without sacrifi cing necessary quality or 
performance 
When to apply: When to apply: 
As early as possible to maximize investment As early as poss ible whi le still in conceptual design to maximize 
investm ent 
Organization: Organization: 
Team based operations Team based operations 
Customer satisfaction: Customer satisfaction 
Makes what customers want with zero defects, when they want Makes what the customers want with the req uired function or 
it, and onl y in the quantities they order service at the needed time and place with the essential quality 
Tools: Tools: 
Process chart, flow diagram, process fl ow, activity relationship Pareto analys is, process chart functional process analysis, F /\ST 
diagram, dimensionless block diagram diagramming. function cost and function worth 
Specialty: Specialty: 
Products, process, and service as an integrated view Products, Processes, and service in detai l view 
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In this study, lean layout is used to arrange, manage, and design a better flow and 
layout for the new sandblasting production shop. On the other hand, value analysis is 
used to review the existing processes in order to reduce the production cost. The 
framework of the implementation oflean layout and value analysis is shown in Figure 38. 
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Figure 38. Lean Layout and Value Analysis Framework 
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Figure 39 shows the combination phases of implementing the lean layout and 
value analysis techniques which have been used in this study. This model can also be 
used for future studies. 
DATA GATHERING 
PROCESS CHART 
RELATIONSHIP DIAGRAM FUNCTION ANALYSIS 
LAYOUT ALTERNATIVES CREATIVITY 
EVALUATION EVALUATION 
IMPLEMENTATION 
Figure 39. Lean layout and Value Analysis Implementation Phase 
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VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A. Conclusions 
Lean manufacturing and value analysis are the manufacturing concepts that can 
be applied in any size of companies. These two techniques can be applied together to 
improve efficiency, effectivity, and performance of the company without sacrificing the 
qualitY. of the product, process, and/or service. In this study, the lean layout and value 
analysis helps the company to design a better layout and process by reducing the non-
value activities in order to reduce cost. 
In the layout design, the company will be able to reduce some problems that have 
been found in the current layout. Although the size of the production area is bigger than 
the current one, because of the business expansion, the proposed layouts have better flow, 
less transportation time and distance, less work-in-process (WIP) inventory, less number 
of delay, less labor cost, and support a safer work environment. Since the proposed 
layouts have been developed by reviewing and evaluating the current layout, the ideal 
layout models, which have optimum efficiency and performance, cannot be fully 
implemented due to some restrictions. Therefore, the ideal layout models will work best 
for the new facility where there are no restrictions and constraints. However, the 
proposed layouts are still capable to give some improvements for the company. 
In value analysis, by examining and evaluating the current processes, there are 
bigger chances for the company to reduce the production cost. Since the value analysis in 
this study deals with processes, the major parameter that is used for the analysis is 
"Time." Therefore, the measure of time is a stepping stone for the analysis in order to 
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determine the cost. The implementation of value analysis in this study also comes out 
with some improvement results in which the company can reduce its production cost. 
The application of lean method and value analysis is a good combination to 
improve the company's efficiency and performance. While Lean method examines the 
product, process, and/or service as integrated systems, the value analysis examines them 
in detail. Basically, the applications of lean method and value analysis in manufacturing 
have the same purpose, which is to reduce cost and improve efficiency. 
B. Recommendations 
It is better for lean manufacturing and value analysis to be applied as early as 
possible while still in conceptual design, it will be much better to implement them before 
the company gets bigger and more complicated in order to maximize investments. There 
is no "perfect" condition in lean method and value analysis; improvement is an ongoing 
process which has to be done continuously. Therefore, to succeed the implementation of 
both methods, the company must involve all aspects and levels on the shop floor to 
understand and work together toward improvements. Below are the important issues that 
must be given special attentions by management to succeed in the implementation of the 
lean method and value analysis results: 
• Commitment, 
• Communication, 
• Continuous Flow and Basic Function, and 
• Integral implementation. 
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APPENDIX A 
PROCESS CHART 
(CURRENT METHOD) 
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INTERSIGN CORPORATION PROCESS CHART 
~ I PRESENT METHOD I □ I PROPOSED METHOD I IDATE I IPAGE I I I OF I I I 
PART DESCRIPTION : MARTEX 
OPERATION DESCRIPTION : CUTTING PROCESS 
SUMMARY PRESENT PROPOSED DIFF. NO. TIME NO. TIME NO. TIME 
0 OPERATIONS 7 800 ANALYSIS: 
Q TRANSPORT 6 275 FLOW DIAGRAM 
WHY WHEN ATTACHED 
□ INSPECTIONS 0 WHAT WHO (I MPORTANT) WHERE HOW 
D DELAYS 0 
v STORAGES 1 
DIST. TRAVELED 222 FT. FT. FT. STUDIED BY: ELBERT Z. NASSEY 
DETAILS OF PROCESS METHOD Dist.Ft. Qly, I Time, Sec Cosl $ Time/Cost Board 0.005/Sec Calculation 
I AT STORAGE ... 0 Q □ D 5J ... -· 
2 TO TABLE · I HX 0 ~ ru D v 30 30 
3 SPRAY WITH GLUE H Q Q □ D v ·- 10 
4 APPLYPAPtR H Q Q □ D v ... 10 
5 TO CUTTING MACHINE HX 0 ['y □ D v 3 5 
---
6 TOCNCCOMP H 0 I~ □ D v 60 30 
7 ADJUSTING & SETTING COMP. H Q Q □ D v - 300 
8 TO CUTTING MACHINE H 0 ~ □ D v 60 30 
9 SET THE MACHINE H 0 Q □ D v ·- 300 
10 CUTTING (BY MACHINE) COMP ¢ Q □ D v ·- ••NA•· 
I I BLOW SCRAPS H Q Q □ D v ·- 120 
12 TO TABLE-2 (ARRANGING) H 0 ~ □ D v 3 120 
13 THROW MAJOR SCRAPS H Q Q □ D v . .. 60 
14 TO SHELVES HX 0 b □ D v 60 60 
15 0 Q □ D v 
16 0 Q □ D v 
17 0 Q □ D v 
·-
18 0 Q □ D v 
19 0 Q □ D v 
~-----
20 0 Q □ D v 
21 0 Q □ D v 
- - -
HX = Heavy, H = L~hl TOTAL 222 1,073 $ 5 365 
NOTE : Labor cost =$ 18.00/ Hour, or $0.COS / Second 
75 
INTERSIGN CORPORATION PROCESS CHART 
~ I PRESENT METHOD I □ I PROPOSED METHOD I IDATE: I JPAGE I 1 I OF I 1 I 
PART DESCRIPTION : MARTEX 
OPERATION DESCRIPTION · BACK TAPING PROCESS+ PUTTING ON BOARD 
SUMMARY PRESENT PROPOSED DIFF. NO. TIME NO. TIME NO. TIME 
0 OPERATIONS 1 600 ANALYSIS: 
q TRANSPORT 3 77 FLOW DIAGRAM WHY WHEN ATTACHED □ INSPECTIONS 0 WHAT WHO WHERE HOW (IMPORTANT) 
D DELAYS 1 30 
'v STORAGES 1 
DIST. TRAVELED 77 FT. FT. FT. STUDIED BY: ELBERT Z. NASSEY 
DETAILS OF PROCESS METHOD Dist.Ft. Q1y, 1 Time, Sec Cost$ Time/Cost Boa<d 0.005/Sec caculation 
1 AT SHELVES -- 0 q □ D y -- ... 
2 TO BACK TAPING TABLE HX 0 ct tr5 D 'v 15 15 
3 ON TABLE, OPERATOR GOES TO GET RACK - WAIT SEE NOTE 0 q □ b 'v -- 30 
4 BACK TAPING • PUTTING SIGNS ON BOARD H er q □ D 'v -- 600 
5 TO RACK HX 0 ['y □ D 'v 2 2 
6 TO SANDBLASTER TO GET FROSTED HX 0 6 □ D 'v 60 60 
7 0 q □ D 'v 
8 0 q □ D 'v 
9 0 q □ D 'v 
10 0 q □ D 'v 
11 0 q □ D 'v 
-
12 0 q □ D 'v 
13 0 q □ D 'v 
14 0 q □ D 'v 
15 0 q □ D 'v 
16 0 q □ D 'v 
17 0 q □ D 'v 
18 0 q □ D 'v 
19 0 q □ D 'v 
20 0 q □ D 'v 
21 0 q □ D 'v 
22 0 q □ D 'v 
-
NOTE : 0 q □ D 'v GETTING RACK = 20H • 20HX = 10 • 20 = 30 FT -- --•~ ---··-
BACK TAPING TIME= 113 OF VINYL APPLICATION TIME TOTAL 77 707 $ 3.535 
-
Labor cost = $ 18.00 I Hour, or$ 0.005 I Second. HX = Heavy. H = L~ht 
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INTERSIGN CORPORATION PROCESS CHART 
[2J I PRESENT METHOD I □ I PROPOSED METHOD I IDATE: I IPAGE I 1 I OF I 1 I 
PART DESCRIPTION : MARTEX 
OPERATION DESCRIPTION : FROSTING PROCESS 
SUMMARY PRESENT PROPOSED DIFF. NO. TIME NO. TIME NO. TIME 
0 OPERATIONS 1 900 ANALYSIS: 
Q TRANSPORT 3 65 FLOW DIAGRAM WHY WHEN ATTACHED □ INSPECTIONS 0 WHAT WHO (IMPORTANT) WHERE HOW 
0 DELAYS 0 
v STORAGES 1 
DIST. TRAVELED 61 FT. FT. FT. STUDIED BY: ELBERT Z. NASSEY 
DETAILS OF PROCESS METHOD Dist, Ft. Qty, 1 Time. Sec Cos1$ Time/Cost Boa<d 0.005/Sec Calculation 
1 ON THE RACK ... 0 Q □ 0 lY ·- ... 
2 TO SANDBIJ\STER (-OPEN THE MACHINE= 2 SEC) HX 0 ~ TI 0 v 3 5 
3 FROSTING H Q Q □ 0 v ... 900 
4 TO THE RACK (-OPEN THE MACHINE= 2 SEC) HX 0 ~ □ 0 v 3 5 
5 TO VINYL APPUCA TION HX 0 6 □ 0 v 55 55 
6 0 Q □ 0 v 
7 0 Q □ 0 v 
8 0 Q □ 0 v 
-·----
9 0 Q □ 0 v 
10 0 Q □ 0 v 
11 0 Q □ 0 v 
12 0 Q □ 0 v 
13 0 Q □ 0 v 
14 0 Q □ 0 v 
15 0 Q □ 0 v 
16 0 Q □ 0 v 
17 0 Q □ 0 v 
18 0 Q □ 0 v 
19 0 Q □ 0 v 
20 0 Q □ 0 v 
21 0 Q □ 0 v 
-- ---
22 0 Q □ 0 v 
-- -
23 0 Q □ 0 v 
---
HX = Heavy, H = l~hl TOTAL 61 965 $ 4.825 
NOTE : labor cosl = $ 18.00 I Hour, or$ 0.005 I Second 
-
77 
INTERSIGN CORPORATION PROCESS CHART 
~ I PRESENT METHOD I □ I PROPOSED METHOD I IDATE I !PAGE I 1 I OF I 1 I 
PART DESCRIPTION : MARTEX 
OPERATION DESCRIPTION : VINYL APPLICATION 
SUMMARY PRESENT PROPOSED DIFF. NO. TIME NO. TIME NO. TIME 
0 OPERATIONS 8 2405 ANALYSIS: 
q TRANSPORT 3 61 FLOW DIAGRAM WHY WHEN ATTACHED □ INSPECTIONS 1 10 WHAT WHO (IMPORT ANT) WHERE HOW 
D DELAYS 0 
v STORAGES 1 
-
DIST. TRAVELED 61 FT. FT. FT. STUDIED BY: ELBERT Z. NASSEY 
--
DETAILS OF PROCESS METHOD Dist.Ft Qty, 1 Time, Sec Cos! $ Time/Cost Board 0.005/Sec Calculation 
--
1 ON THE RACK ... 0 q □ D _v ·- ... 
2 BLOW DUSTS ON BOARD H Q c:) □ D v ·- 5 
3 GET THE BOARD FROM RACK TO TABLE HX 0 ~ □ D v 3 3 
4 CLEAN ~GN WITH ALCOHOL H 0 q □ D v ·- 300 
5 DRYING H ¢ q □ D v ·- 300 
6 APPLY GLUE TO SIGN+ BRUSHING H ¢ q □ D v ·- 300 
7 DRY IT WITH HAIR DRYER H ¢ q □ D v ... 300 
-----
8 APPLY VINYL H ¢ q □ D v ·- 600 
9 WIPE OFF ~GNS WITH WET SPONGE H ¢ q □ D v -- 300 
10 DRY WITH HAIR DRYER H Q q □ D v ... 300 
11 CHECK THE SURFACE H 0 q IP D v ·- 10 
12 PUT THE BOARD BACK TO THE RACK HX 0 ef □ D v 3 3 
13 TO SANDBLASTER HX 0 6 □ D v 55 55 
14 0 q □ D v 
15 0 q □ D v 
16 0 q □ D v 
17 0 q □ D v 
18 0 q □ D v 
19 0 q □ D v 
20 0 q □ D v 
21 0 q □ D v 
-
22 0 q □ D v 
23 0 q □ D v 
HX = Heavy, H = Light TOTAi. 61 2,476 $ 12.380 
NOTE : Labor cost= $1800 / Hour, or$ 0.005/ Second 
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INTERSIGN CORPORATION PROCESS CHART 
[8J I PRESENT METHOD I □ I PROPOSED METHOD I [DATE I [PAGE I I I OF I I I 
PART DESCRIPTION : MARTEX 
OPERATION DESCRIPTION : SANDBLASTING PROCESS 
SUMMARY PRESENT PROPOSED DIFF. NO. TIME NO. TIME NO. TIME 
0 OPERATIONS 1 2400 
ANALYSIS: 
q TRANSPORT 2 10 FLOW DIAGRAM WHY WHEN ATTACHED □ INSPECTIONS 1 10 WHAT WHO WHERE HOW (IMPORTANT) 
D DELAYS 0 
v STORAGES 1 
DIST. TRAVELED 6 FT. FT . FT. STUDIED BY: ELBERT Z. NASSEY 
----
DETAILS OF PROCESS METHOD Dist.Ft. Qly, I Time, Sec Cost$ Time/Cost Board 0.005/Sec Calculation 
I ON THE RACK ·- 0 q □ D y . .. ... 
2 TO SANDBlASTER (.OPEN THE MACHINE = 2 SEC) HX 0 ~ iLJ D v 3 5 
3 SANDBlASTING H Q q [] D v ... 2,400 
4 INSPECT THE DEEP (3mm) H 0 q [] D v ·- 10 
5 TO THE RACK (<OPEN THE MACHINE= 2 SEC) HX 0 c1 □ D v 3 5 
6 0 q □ D v 
7 0 q □ D v 
8 0 q □ D v 
9 0 q □ D v 
- f----
10 0 q □ D v 
---r-- -
11 0 q □ D v 
12 0 q □ D v 
13 0 q □ D v 
14 0 q □ D v 
15 0 q □ D v 
16 0 q □ D v 
17 0 q □ D v 
18 0 q □ D v 
19 0 q □ D v 
20 0 q □ D v 
21 0 q □ D v 
·-
22 0 q □ D v 
23 0 q □ D v 
----~ ~---
HX = Heavy, H = Light TOTAL 6 2.420 $ 12.100 
-------
NOTE: Labor cost=$ 18.00/ Hour, or$ 0.005/ Second 
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INTERSIGN CORPORATION PROCESS CHART 
cg] I PRESENT METHOD I □ I PROPOSED METHOD I IDATE: I !PAGE I I I OF I I I 
PART DESCRIPTION · MARTEX 
OPERATION DESCRIPTION : DETAIL OF TRANSPORTATION (FROM SANDBLASTER TO PAINTING STATION) 
SUMMARY PRESENT PROPOSED DIFF. NO. TIME NO. TIME NO. TIME 
0 OPERATIONS 
ANALYSIS: 
Q TRANSPORT 3 175 FLOW DIAGRAM WHY WHEN ATTACHED □ INSPECTIONS WHAT WHO WHERE HOW (IMPORTANT) 
D DELAYS 3 
v STORAGES 
DIST. TRAVELED 175 FT. FT. FT. STUDIED BY: ELBERT Z. NASSEY 
DETAILS OF PROCESS METHOD Dist. Ft Qly, 1 Time, Sec Cost$ Time/Cost Board 0.005/Sec Calculation 
1 ON THE RACK (AT SANDBlASTER) 
-- 0 Q □ p v -- --
2 TO STOP AREA 1 HX 0 Q □ D v 50 50 
3 AT STOP 1 
-- 0 Q □ D v --- --
4 TO STOP AREA 2 HX 0 Q ""o D v 50 50 
5 AT STOP2 
-- 0 Q □ p v -- --
6 TO PAINTING STATION HX 0 q ~□ D v 75 75 
--
7 0 Q □ D v 
B 0 Q □ D v 
9 0 Q □ D v 
10 0 Q □ D v 
-----
11 0 Q □ D v 
12 0 Q □ D v 
13 0 Q □ D v 
14 0 Q □ D v 
--
15 0 Q □ D v 
-
16 0 Q □ D v 
17 0 Q □ D v 
18 0 Q □ D v 
19 0 Q □ D v 
20 0 Q □ D v 
21 0 Q □ D v 
22 0 Q □ D v 
23 0 Q □ D v 
HX = Heavy, H = L~hl TOTAL 175 175 $ 0.875 
NOTE : Labor cost=$ 18.00 / Hour, or$ 0.005 / Second 
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INTERSIGN CORPORATION PROCESS CHART 
IS] I PRESENT METHOD I □ I PROPOSED METHOD I !DATE: I IPAGE I 1 OF I I I 
PART DESCRIPTION : MARTEX 
OPERATION DESCRIPTION : PAINTING PROCESS 
SUMMARY PRESENT PROPOSED DIFF. NO. TIME NO. TIME NO. TIME 
0 OPERATIONS 3 365 ANALYSIS: 
Q TRANSPORT 3 110 FLOW DIAGRAM WHY WHEN ATTACHED □ INSPECTIONS 0 WHAT WHO (IMPORTANT) WHERE HOW 
D DELAYS 0 
v STORAGES 1 
DIST. TRAVELED 110 FT. FT. FT. STUDIED BY: ELBERT Z NASSEY 
DETAILS OF PROCESS METHOD Dist. Ft. Qly, I Time, Sec Cost$ Time/Cos! Board 0.005/Sec Calculation 
1 ON THE RACK 
-- 0 Q □ Q 5J --
2 MIXING THE PAINT H Q c) □ D v --- 300 
3 GET THE BOARD TO PAINTING AREA HX 0 ~ □ D v 5 5 
4 BLOW THE DUST H Q Q □ D v -- 5 
5 PAINTING H Q Q □ D v --- 60 
6 PUT BACK ON THE RACK HX 0 ~ □ D v 5 5 
7 TO FINISHING HX 0 c!; □ D v 100 100 
8 0 Q □ D v 
9 0 Q □ D v 
10 0 Q □ D v 
--
11 0 Q □ D v 
12 0 Q □ D v 
·-
13 0 Q □ D v 
14 0 Q □ D v 
15 0 Q □ D v 
16 0 Q □ D v 
17 0 Q □ D v 
18 0 Q □ D v 
19 0 Q □ D v 
20 0 Q □ D v 
21 0 Q □ D v 
22 0 Q □ D v 
---
23 0 Q □ D v 
HX = Heavy, H = Lighl TOTAL 110 475 $ 2.375 
NOTE: Latx:,1 cost = $ 18.00 / Hour, or$ 0.005 I Second 
81 
INTERSIGN CORPORATION PROCESS CHART 
cg] I PRESENT METHOD I □ I PROPOSED METHOD I JDATE I JPAGE I 1 I OF I ,i 
PART DESCRIPTION : MARTEX 
OPERATION DESCRIPTION : FINISHING PROCESS 
SUMMARY PRESENT PROPOSED DIFF. NO. TIME NO. TIME NO. TIME 
0 OPERATIONS 6 2,820 ANALYSIS 
Q TRANSPORT 5 65.5 FLOW DIAGRAM WHY WHEN ATTACHED □ INSPECTIONS 1 60 WHAT WHO WHERE HOW (IMPORTANT) 
D DELAYS 1 300 
v STORAGES 2 
DIST. TRAVELED 81 FT. FT. FT. STUDIED BY ELBERT Z. NASSEY 
DETAILS OF PROCESS METHOD D~Lft. Qty, 1 Time, Sec Cost$ Time/Cost Board 0.005/Sec Calculation 
1 ON THE RACK 0 Q □ D 51 • - - ... 
2 TO TABLE 1 H 0 ~ ro D v 3 1.5 
3 TAKE THE SIGNS OUT OF THE BOARD H 0 Q □ D v ... 60 
4 SOAK THE SIGNS ¢ Q □ D v -- 1800 
5 SCRATCH THE VINYL BY USING BRUSH H Q Q □ D v ... 300 
6 TO TABUE 2 H 0 ~ -□ D v 3 1.5 
7 LETTHEM DRY 0 Q □-[b v 300 
8 CLEAN IT BY RUBBER STICK H y Q □ D v ... 300 
9 BACK TAPING H Q Q □ D v ... 300 
10 TO SPRAY AREA HX 0 ~ □ D v 15 7.5 Q -r---·-----~--~ 11 GET FINAL SPRAY TO MAKE A SHINY SURFACE H Q □ D v - · 60 
12 TO TABLE 3 H 0 ~ □ D v 10 5 
13 INSPECT+ PUT IT ON THE PLASTIC BAG H 0 Q p D v ... 60 
14 TO SHIPPING HF 0 c{ D D v 50 50 
15 READY TO BE SHIPPED 0 Q □ D v ... ... 
16 0 Q □ D v 
17 0 Q □ D v 
19 0 Q □ D v 
19 0 Q □ D v 
20 0 Q □ D v 
21 0 Q □ D v f--- -
22 0 Q □ D v 
23 0 Q □ D v 
-
HX = Heavy, H = Lighl TOTAL 81 3,245.5 $ 16.228 
---
NOTE : Labor cost = $ 18.00 / Hour, or$ 0.005 / Second 
82 
APPENDIXB 
PROCESS CHART 
(PROPOSED METHOD ALTERNATIVE 1) 
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INTERSIGN CORPORATION PROCESS CHART 
□ I PRESENT METHOD I cg] I PROPOSED METHOD (1) I IDATE: I !PAGE I 1 I OF I 1 I 
PART DESCRIPTION : MARTEX 
OPERATION DESCRIPTION : CUTTING PROCESS 
SUMMARY PRESENT PROPOSED DIFF. NO. TIME NO. TIME NO. TIME 
0 OPERATIONS 7 800 ANALYSIS: 
c:::) TRANSPORT 6 275 FLOW DIAGRAM WHY WHEN ATTACHED □ INSPECTIONS 0 WHAT WHO (IMPORTANT) WHERE HOW 
D DELAYS 0 
v STORAGES 1 
DIST. TRAVELED FT. 222 FT. FT. STUDIED BY: ELBERT Z. NASSEY 
DETAILS OF PROCESS METHOD Dist. Ft Qty. I Time, Sec Cost S Time/Cost Board 0.005/Sec Calculation 
I AT STORAGE -- 0 c:::) □ D 57 --- ---
·-
2 TOTABlE - 1 HX 0 ~ ro D v 30 30 
3 SPRAY WITH GLUE H c;s c:::) □ D v --- 10 
4 APPLY PAPER H Q c:::) □ D v -- 10 
5 TO CUTTING MACHINE HX 0 ~ □ D v 3 5 
6 TO CNCCOMP H 0 fa □ D v 60 30 
--
7 ADJUSTING & SETTING COMP. H Q c:::) □ D v -- 300 
8 TO CUTTING MACHI NE H 0 ~ □ D v 60 30 
9 SET THE MACHINE H Q c:::) □ D v --- 300 
10 CUTTING (BY MACHINE) COMP ¢ c:::) □ D v -- --NA-· 
--
11 BLOW SCRAPS H Q c:::) □ D v --- 120 
~~- -
12 TO TABLE-2 (ARRANGING) H 0 ~ □ D v 3 120 
13 THROW MAJOR SCRAPS H Q c:::) □ D v -- 60 
14 TO SHELVES HX 0 ~ □ D v 60 60 
15 0 c:::) □ D v 
16 0 c:::) □ D v 
17 0 c:::) □ D v 
18 0 c:::) □ D v 
-
19 0 c:::) □ D v 
20 0 c:::) □ D v 
21 0 c:::) □ D v 
HX = Heavy. H = Lght TOTAL 222 1073 $ 5.365 
NOTE : Lct>or cost=$ 18.00 I Hour, or$ 0.005 / Second 
-
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INTERSIGN CORPORATION PROCESS CHART 
□ I PRESENT METHOD I 12] I PROPOSED METHOD (1) IDATE I !£AGE I I I OF I I J 
PART DESCRIPTION : MARTEX 
OPERATION DESCRIPTION : BACK TAPING PROCESS+ PUTTING ON BOARD 
SUMMARY PRESENT PROPOSED DIFF. NO. TIME NO. TIME NO. TIME 
0 OPERATIONS 1 600 
ANALYSIS: 
c::'.> TRANSPORT 3 72 
FLOW 
DIAGRAM WHY WHEN ATTACHED □ INSPECTIONS 0 WHAT WHO (IMPORTANT) WHERE HOW 
D DELAYS 1 30 
v STORAGES 1 
DIST. TRAVELED FT. 72 FT. FT. STUDIED BY ELBERT Z. NASSEY 
DETAILS OF PROCESS METHOD Dist, Ft. Qly, I Time, Sec Cos! $ Time/Cost Board 0.005/Sec Calcl~alion 
I AT SHELVES ... 0 c::'.> □ D -v ... ... 
2 TO BACK TAPING TABLE HX 0 Q [O D v 15 15 
3 ON TABLE, OPERATOR GOES TO GET RACK · WAIT SEE NOTE 0 c::'.> □ [D v ... 30 
4 BACK TAPING• PUTTING SIGNS ON BOARD H Q ~c::'.> □ D v ... 600 
5 TO RACK HX 0 ~ □ D v 2 2 
6 TO SANDBLASTER TO GET FROSTED HX 0 2; □ D v 55 55 
7 0 c::'.> □ D v 
8 0 c::'.> □ D v 
9 0 c::'.> □ D v ~ 
10 0 c::'.> □ D v 
11 0 c::'.> □ D v 
12 0 c::'.> □ D v 
13 0 c::'.> □ D v 
14 0 c::'.> □ D v 
15 0 c::'.> □ D v 
16 0 c::'.> □ D v 
17 0 c::'.> □ D v 
18 0 c::'.> □ D v 
19 0 c::'.> □ D v 
20 0 c::'.> □ D v 
21 0 c::'.> □ D v 
22 0 c::'.> □ D v 
~--· 
NOTE : 0 c::'.> □ D v GETTING RACK = 20H + 20HX = 10 + 20 = 30 FT 
BACK TAPING TIME = 113 OF VINYL APPLICATION TIME TOTAL 72 702 $ 3.510 
labor cost=$ 18.00 /Hour.or$ 0.005 / Secood. HX = HeaYY, H = l igh1 
... 
85 
INTERSIGN CORPORATION PROCESS CHART 
□ I PRESENT METHOD I ~ I PROPOSED METHOD (1) !DATE: I lf:AGE I '7-QIT:::i:J 
PART DESCRIPTION : MARTEX 
OPERATION DESCRIPTION : FROSTING PROCESS 
SUMMARY PRESENT PROPOSED DIFF NO. TIME NO. TIME NO. TI ME 
0 OPERATIONS 1 900 ANALYSIS: 
c::) TRANSPORT 3 65 FLOW DIAGRAM WHY WHEN ATTACHED □ INSPECTIONS 0 WHAT WHO (IMPORTANT) WHERE HOW 
D DELAYS 0 
v STORAGES 1 
DIST. TRAVELED FT. 61 FT. FT. STUDIED BY: ELBERT Z NASSEY 
DETAILS OF PROCESS METHOD Dist, Ft Qty. I Time, Sec Cost $ Time/Cost Board 0.005/Sec Calculation 
1 ON THE RACK ·- 0 q □ D -v ·- ... 
2 TO SANDBLASTER (.OPEN THE MACHINE= 2 SEC) HX 0 p LJ D v 3 5 
3 FROSTING H Q c::) □ D v ·- 900 
4 TO THE RACK (.OPEN THE MACHtNE= 2 SEC) HX 0 ~ □ D v 3 5 
5 TO VtNYLAPPLlCATION HX 0 6 □ D v 55 55 
6 0 c::) □ D v 
7 0 c::) □ D v 
8 0 q □ D v 
9 0 q □ D v 
10 0 c::) □ D v 
11 0 q □ D v 
12 0 q □ D v 
13 0 q □ D v 
14 0 q □ D v 
15 0 q □ D v 
16 0 c::) □ D v 
17 0 q □ D v 
18 0 q □ D v 
19 0 c::) □ D v 
---
20 0 c::) □ D v 
21 0 q □ D v 
22 0 q □ D v 
23 0 c::) □ D v 
HX = Heavy. H = Light TOTAL 61 965 $ 4.825 
-
NOTE : Labor cost=$ 18.00 / Hour, or$ 0.005 / Secood 
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INTERSIGN CORPORATION PROCESS CHART 
□ I PRESENT METHOD I ~ I PROPOSED METHOD (1 ) I [DATE I IPAGE I \ I OF I 1 I 
PART DESCRIPTION : MARTEX 
OPERATION DESCRIPTION : VINYL APPLICATION 
SUMMARY PRESENT PROPOSED DIFF. NO. TIME NO. TIME NO. TIME 
0 OPERATIONS 8 2405 ANALYSIS: 
q TRANSPORT 3 61 FLOW DIAGRAM WHY WHEN ATTACHED □ INSPECTIONS 1 10 WHAT WHO WHERE HOW (IMPORTANT) 
D DELAYS 0 
v STORAGES 1 
-
DIST. TRAVELED FT. 61 FT. FT. STUDIED BY: ELBERT Z. NASSEY 
DETAILS OF PROCESS METHOD Dist, Ft. Qty, I Time, Sec Cost $ Time/Cost Board 0.005/Sec Calculation 
1 ON THE RACK 
-- 0 q □ D LY -- ... 
2 BLOW DUSTS ON BOARD H Q q □ D v -- 5 
3 GET THE BOARD FROM RACK TO TABLE HX 0 ~ □ D v 3 3 
4 CLEAN SlGN WlTH ALCOHOL H Q q □ D v ... 300 
5 DRYING H ¢ q □ D v -- 300 
6 APPLY GLUE TO SIGN + BRUSHING H ¢ q □ D v -- 300 
7 DRY IT WITH HAIR DRYER H ¢ q □ D v -- 300 
8 APPLY \nNYL H ¢ q □ D v ... 600 
9 WIPE OFF SIGNS WITH WET SPONGE H ¢ q □ D v -- 300 
10 ORY WI TH HAIR DRYER H Q q □ D v -- 300 
I I CHECK THE SURFACE H 0 q u D v -- 10 
-~- -
12 PUT THE BOARD BACK TO THE RACK HX 0 ci □ D v 3 3 
13 TO SANDBLASTER HX 0 ~ □ D v 55 55 
14 0 q □ D v 
15 0 q □ D v 
16 0 q □ D v 
17 0 q □ D v 
18 0 q □ D v 
19 0 q □ D v 
20 0 q □ D v 
21 0 q □ D v 
22 0 q □ D v 
~---
23 0 q □ D v 
HX = Heavy, H = L~hl TOTAL 61 2,476 $ 12.380 
NOTE : Labor oosl =- $ 18.00 / Hour, or$ 0.005 I Second 
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INTERSIGN CORPORATION PROCESS CHART 
□ I PRESENT METHOD I ~ I PROPOSED METHOD (1) [DATE I [PAGE I 1 I OF I 1 I 
PART DESCRIPTION : MARTEX 
OPERATION DESCRIPTION : SANDBLASTING PROCESS 
SUMMARY PRESENT PROPOSED DIFF. NO. TIME NO. TIME NO. TI ME 
0 OPERATIONS 1 2400 ANALYSIS: 
Q TRANSPORT 3 70 FLOW DIAGRAM WHY WHEN ATTACHED □ INSPECTIONS 1 10 WHAT WHO (IMPORTANT) WHERE HOW 
D DELAYS 0 
v STORAGES 1 
DIST. TRAVELED FT. 66 FT. FT. STUDIED BY: ELBERT Z. NASSEY 
DETAILS OF PROCESS METHOD Dist, Fl a~. 1 Time, Sec Cost$ Time/Cost Board 0.005/Sec Calculation 
1 ON THE RACK ... 0 Q □ D 57 --- . .. 
2 TO SANDBLASTER (-OPEN THE MACHINE= 2 SEC) HX 0 ~ ro D v 3 5 
3 SANDBLASTING H Q Q □ D v ... 2,400 
4 INSPECT THE DEEP (3mm) H 0 Q IP D v ... 10 
5 TO THE RACK (-OPEN THE MACHINE= 2 SEC) HX 0 cf □ D v 3 5 
6 TO PAINTING HX 0 ~ □ D v 60 60 
7 0 Q □ D v 
---I-----
8 0 Q □ D v 
--
9 0 Q □ D v 
~-- ---
10 0 Q □ D v 
-~-- -
11 0 Q □ D v 
12 0 Q □ D v 
--
13 0 Q □ D v 
14 0 Q □ D v 
15 0 Q □ D v 
16 0 Q □ D v 
17 0 Q □ D v 
---
18 0 Q □ D v 
19 0 Q □ D v 
20 0 Q □ D v 
21 0 Q □ D v 
-·--
22 0 Q □ D v 
--· 
·---
23 0 Q □ D v 
HX = Heavy, H = Light TOTAL 66 2.400 $ 12.400 
NOTE : Labor oosl = $ 18.00 I Hour, or$ 0.0051 Second 
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INTERSIGN CORPORATION PROCESS CHART 
□ I PRESENT METHOD I ~ I PROPOSED METHOD (1) I !DATE: I IPAGE I I I OF I 1 I 
PART DESCRIPTION : MARTEX 
OPERATION DESCRIPTION : PAINTING PROCESS 
SUMMARY PRESENT PROPOSED DIFF. NO. TIME NO. TIME NO. TIME 
0 OPERATIONS 3 365 ANALYSIS: 
Q TRANSPORT 3 120 FLOW DIAGRAM WHY WHEN ATTACHED □ INSPECTIONS 0 WHAT WHO (IMPORTANT) WHERE HOW 
0 DELAYS 0 
v STORAGES 1 
DIST. TRAVELED FT. 120 FT. FT. STUDIED BY: ELBERT Z. NASSEY 
DETAILS OF PROCESS METHOD Dist, Ft Qty, I Time, Sec Cos!$ Time/Cost Board 0.005/Sec Calculation 
1 ON THE RACK -- 0 Q □ O_ LY -- ---
2 MIXING THE PAINT H q c; □ 0 v -- 300 
3 GET THE BOARD TO PAINTING AREA HX 0 ~ □ 0 v 5 5 
4 BLOW THE DUST H Q Q □ 0 v --- 5 
5 PAINTING H Q Q □ 0 v --- 60 
6 PUT BACK ON THE RACK HX 0 ~ □ 0 v 5 5 
7 TO FINISHING HX 0 6 □ 0 v 110 110 
8 0 Q □ 0 v 
9 0 Q □ 0 v 
10 0 Q □ 0 v 
--
11 0 Q □ 0 v 
12 0 Q □ 0 v 
13 0 Q □ 0 v 
14 0 Q □ 0 v 
15 0 Q □ 0 v 
16 0 Q □ 0 v 
17 0 Q □ 0 v 
18 0 Q □ 0 v 
19 0 Q □ 0 v 
20 0 Q □ 0 v 
21 0 Q □ 0 v 
22 0 Q □ 0 v 
23 0 Q □ 0 v 1----- -----
HX = Heavy, H = light TOTAL 120 485 $ 2.425 
--
NOTE : Labor cost =$ 18.00 / Hour, or$ 0.005 / Second 
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INTERSIGN CORPORATION PROCESS CHART 
□ I PRESENT METHOD I [8'J I PROPOSED METHOD (1 ) I IDATE I IPAGE I I I OF I 1 I 
·---·-
PART DESCRIPTION : MARTEX 
OPERATION DESCRIPTION : FINISHING PROCESS 
SUMMARY PRESENT PROPOSED DIFF. NO. TIME NO. TIME NO. TIME 
0 OPERATIONS 6 2,820 ANALYSIS: 
Q TRANSPORT 5 40.5 FLOW DIAGRAM WHY WHEN ATTACHED □ INSPECTIONS 1 60 WHAT WHO WHERE HOW (IMPORTANT) 
D DELAYS 1 300 
v STORAGES 2 
DIST. TRAVELED FT. 56 FT. FT. STUDIED BY: ELBERT Z. NASSEY 
DETAILS OF PROCESS METHOD D~I, Fl. Q\y, 1 Time, Sec Cost$ Time/Cost Board 0.005/Sec Calculation 
1 ON THE RACK 0 Q □ D LY -· ·-
2 TO TABLE I H 0 J;7 1J D v 3 1.5 
3 TAKE THE SIGNS OUT OF THE BOARD H Q Q □ D v ... 60 
4 SOAK THE SIGNS ¢ Q □ D v ... 1/lOO 
-
5 SCRATCH THE VINYL BY USING BRUSH H Q Q □ D v -· 300 
6 TO TABLE 2 H 0 ~ -□ D v 3 1.5 
7 LET THEM DRY 0 Q □ ]) v ... 300 
8 CLEAN IT BY RUBBER STICK H v Q □ D v - 300 
9 BACK TAPING H Q Q □ D v - 300 
---·---
10 TO SPRAY AREA HX 0 }; □ D v 15 75 
·----
I I GET FINAL SPRAY TO MAKE A SHINY SURFACE H Q Q □ D v -· 60 
12 TOTABLE3 H 0 ~ □ D v 10 5 
13 INSPECT• PUT IT ON THE PLASTIC BAG H 0 Q p D v -· 60 
14 TO SHIPPING HF 0 ~ JJ D v 25 25 
15 READY TO BE SHIPPED 0 Q □ D v -· ·-
16 0 Q □ D v 
17 0 Q □ D v 
19 0 Q □ D v 
19 0 Q □ D v 
20 0 Q □ D v 
21 0 Q □ D v 
22 0 Q □ D v 
23 0 Q □ D v f---·-
HX = Heavy, H = L~hl TOTAL 56 3,220.5 $ 1610-1 
NOTE : labor oost = $ 18.00 I Hour, or$ 0.005 I Second 
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APPENDIXC 
PROCESS CHART 
(PROPOSED METHOD ALTERNATIVE 2) 
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INTERSIGN CORPORATION PROCESS CHART 
--
□ I PRESENT METHOD I [ZJ [ PROPOSED METHOD (2) I [DATE I [PAGE I 1 I OTT,7 
PART DESCRIPTION : MARTEX 
OPERATION DESCRIPTION : CUTTING PROCESS 
SUMMARY PRESENT PROPOSED DIFF. NO. TIME NO. TIME NO. TI ME 
0 OPERATIONS 7 800 ANALYSIS: 
Q TRANSPORT 6 275 FLOW DIAGRAM WHY WHEN ATTACHED □ INSPECTIONS 0 WHAT WHO WHERE HOW (IMPORTANT) 
D DELAYS 0 
v STORAGES 1 
DIST. TRAVELED FT. 222 FT. FT. STUDIED BY: ELBERT Z NASSEY 
-
DETAILS OF PROCESS METHOD Dist. Ft. Qty, 1 Time. Sec Cost$ Time/Cos! Board 0.005/Sec Calculation 
1 AT STORAGE ·-- 0 Q □ D LY -- --
2 TO TABLE - 1 HX 0 ~ iLJ D v 30 30 
3 SPRAY WITH GLUE H Q Q □ D v -- 10 
4 APPLY PAPER H Q Q □ D v ·-- 10 
5 TO CUTTING MACHINE HX 0 ~ □ D v 3 5 
- -~- -~---
6 TOCNCCOMP H 0 ~ □ D v 60 30 
-
7 ADJUSTING & SETTING COMP. H Q Q □ D v ·-- 300 
---
8 TO CUTTING MACHINE H 0 ~ □ D v 60 30 
9 SET THE MACHINE H Q Q □ D v -- 300 
10 CUTTING (BY MACHINE) COMP ¢ Q □ D v -- --NA--
11 BLOW SCRAPS H Q □ D v --- 120 
--
12 TO TABLE-2 (ARRANGING) H 0 ~ □ D v 3 120 
13 THROW MAJOR SCRAPS H Q Q □ D v --- 60 
14 TO SHELVES HX 0 ~ □ D v 60 60 
15 0 Q □ D v 
16 0 Q □ D v 
17 0 Q □ D v 
·-----
18 0 Q □ D v 
19 0 Q □ D v 
20 0 Q □ D v 
21 0 Q □ D v 
HX = Heavy, H = Ugh! TOTAL 222 1.073 $5365 
NOTE : Labor cos! = $18.00/ Hour, or$ 0.005 / Second 
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INTERSIGN CORPORATION PROCESS CHART 
□ I PRESENT METHOD I [Zj I PROPOSED METHOD (2) I !DATE I [PAGE [ 1 I OF I 1 I 
PART DESCRIPTION : MARTEX 
OPERATION DESCRIPTION : BACK TAPING PROCESS + PUTTING ON BOARD 
SUMMARY PRESENT PROPOSED DIFF. NO. TIME NO. TIME NO. TIME 
0 OPERATIONS 1 600 ANALYSIS: 
c::) TRANSPORT 3 72 FLOW DIAGRAM WHY WHEN ATTACHED □ INSPECTIONS 0 WHAT WHO WHERE HOW (IMPORTANT) 
D DELAYS 1 30 
v STORAGES 1 
-
DIST. TRAVELED FT. 72 FT. FT. STUDIED BY: ELBERT Z. NASSEY 
DETAILS OF PROCESS METHOD Dist, Ft. Qty, 1 Time, Sec Cost$ Time/Cost Board 0.005/Sec Cciculalion 
1 AT SHELVES ·- 0 c::) □ D l9 ·- ... 
2 TO BACK TAPING TABLE HX 0 ct n D v 15 15 
3 ON TABLE, OPERATOR GOES TO GET RACK · WAIT SEE NOTE 0 c::) □ [D v ·- 30 
4 BACK TAPING • PUTTING SIGNS ON BOARD H Q c::) □ D v ·- 600 
5 TO RACK HX 0 S) □ D v 2 2 
6 TO SANDBLASTER TO GET FROSTED HX 0 2v □ D v 55 55 
7 0 c::) □ D v 
8 0 c::) □ D v 
9 0 c::) □ D v 
--f-----
10 0 c::) □ D v 
11 0 c::) □ D v 
-
12 0 c::) □ D v 
13 0 c::) □ D v 
14 0 c::) □ D v 
15 0 c::) □ D v 
16 0 c::) □ D v 
17 0 c::) □ D v 
18 0 c::) □ D v 
19 0 c::) □ D v 
20 0 c::) □ D v 
21 0 c::) □ D v 
· -
22 0 c::) □ D v 
NOTE : 0 c::) □ D v GETTING RACK = 20H + 20HX = 10 + 20 = 30 FT 
BACK TAPING TIME= 113 OF VINYL APPLICATION TIME TOTAL 72 702 $ 3.510 
l abor cost = $1 8.00 / Hour, or $0.005/ Second. HX = Heavy, H = light 
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INTERSIGN CORPORATION PROCESS CHART 
□ I PRESENT METHOD I 12<:J I PROPOSED METHOD (2) I IDATE I IPAGE I I I OF I , -1 
PART DESCRIPTION : MARTEX 
OPERATION DESCRIPTION · FROSTING PROCESS 
SUMMARY PRESENT PROPOSED DIFF. NO. TIME NO. TIME NO. TIME 
0 OPERATIONS 1 900 ANALYSIS: 
Q TRANSPORT 3 65 FLOW DIAGRAM WHY WHEN ATTACHED □ INSPECTIONS 0 WHAT WHO (IMPORTANT) WHERE HOW 
D DELAYS 0 
v STORAGES 1 
DIST. TRAVELED FT. 61 FT. FT. STUDIED BY ELBERT Z. NASSEY 
DETAILS OF PROCESS METHOD 0~\ H Qty, I Time, Sec Cost S Time/Cost Board 0005/Sec Calculahon 
I ON THE RACK 0 Q □ D LY -- --
2 TO SANDBLASTER (..OPEN THE MACHINE= 2 SEC) HX 0 ~ LJ D v 3 5 
3 FROSTING H Q Q □ D v -- 900 
4 TO THE RACK (<OPEN THE MACHINE= 2 SEC) HX 0 ~ □ D v 3 5 
5 TO VINYL APPLICATION HX 0 6 □ D v 55 55 
6 0 Q □ D v 
-
7 0 Q □ D v 
8 0 Q □ D v 
9 0 Q □ D v 
10 0 Q □ D v 
II 0 Q □ D v 
12 0 Q □ D v 
13 0 Q CJ D v 
14 0 Q □ D v 
15 0 Q □ D v 
16 0 Q □ D v 
17 0 Q □ D v 
----
18 0 Q □ D v 
19 0 Q □ D v 
--
20 0 Q □ D v 
·-
21 0 Q □ D v 
22 0 Q □ D v 
23 0 Q □ D v 
HX = Heavy, H = Lighl TOTAL 61 965 $4.825 
NOTE : Labor cost=$ 18.00 / Hcur, or$ 0.005 / Second 
---
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INTERSIGN CORPORATION PROCESS CHART 
□ I PRESENT METHOD I [g) I PROPOSED METHOD (2) I IDATE I JPAGE I 1 I OF I 1 I 
PART DESCRIPTION : MARTEX 
OPERATION DESCRIPTION : VINYL APPLICATION 
SUMMARY PRESENT PROPOSED DIFF. NO. TIME NO. TIME NO. TIME 
0 OPERATIONS 8 2405 ANALYSIS: 
q TRANSPORT 3 61 FLOW DIAGRAM WHY WHEN ATTACHED □ INSPECTIONS 1 10 WHAT WHO WHERE HOW (IMPORTANT) 
D DELAYS 0 
v STORAGES 1 
- -----
DIST. TRAVELED FT. 61 FT. FT. STUDIED BY ELBERT Z. NASSEY 
DETAILS OF PROCESS METHOD Dist, Ft Qty, 1 Time, Sec Cost S Time/Cosl Board 0.005/Sec Calculalion 
1 ON THE RACK --- 0 q □ D SJ --- --
2 BLOW OUSTS ON BOARD H q ~q □ D v -- 5 
3 GET THE BOARD FROM RACK TO TABLE HX 0 ~ □ D v 3 3 
4 CLEAN SIGN WITH ALCOHOL H 0 q □ D v --- 300 
-
5 DRYING H ¢ q □ D v --- 300 
6 APPLY GLUE TO SIGN• BRUSHING H ¢ q □ D v --- 300 
7 DRY IT WITH HAIR DRYER H ¢ q □ D v --- 300 
8 APPLY VINYL H ¢ q □ D v --- 600 
9 WIPE OFF SIGNS WITH WET SPONGE H ¢ q □ D v --- 300 
---
10 ORY ~ TH HAIR DRYER H 6_ q □ D v -- 300 
-
1--- ---
11 CHECK THE SURFACE H 0 q 1J D v --- 10 
--
12 PUT THE BOARD BACK TO THE RACK HX 0 c1 □ D v 3 3 
13 TO SANDBLASTER HX 0 6 □ D v 55 55 
14 0 q □ D v 
15 0 q □ D v 
16 0 q □ D v 
17 0 q □ D v 
18 0 q □ D v 
----
19 0 q □ D v 
20 0 q □ D v 
21 0 q □ D v 
--
22 0 q □ D v 
~----
23 0 q □ D v 
- ------
HX = Heavy, H = Light TOTAL 61 2.476 $12.380 
--
NOTE : l abor oosl = $ 18.00 / Hour, or$ 0.005 / Second 
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INTERSIGN CORPORATION PROCESS CHART 
□ I PRESENT METHOD I [gl I PROPOSED METHOD (2) f !DATE: I f PAGE I 1 I OF I 1 I 
PART DESCRIPTION : MARTEX 
OPERATION DESCRIPTION : SANDBLASTING PROCESS 
SUMMARY PRESENT PROPOSED DIFF. NO. TIME NO. TIME NO. TIME 
0 OPERATIONS 1 2400 
ANALYSIS: FLOW Q TRANSPORT 3 70 DIAGRAM WHY WHEN ATTACHED □ INSPECTIONS 1 10 WHAT WHO WHERE HOW (IMPORTANT) 
D DELAYS 0 
v STORAGES 1 
DIST. TRAVELED FT. 66 FT. FT. STUDIED BY: ELBERT Z. NASSEY 
DETAILS OF PROCESS METHOD Dist, Ft. O1y. 1 Time, Sec Cost$ Time/Cost Board 0.005/Sec Calculation 
1 ON THE RACK ·- 0 Q □ D LY ·- ·-
2 TO SANDBLASTER (-OPEN THE MACHINE = 2 SEC) HX 0 yr LJ D v 3 5 
---
3 SANDBLASTING H Q Q □ D v ·- 2,400 
4 INSPECT THE DEEP (3mm) H 0 Q tJ D v 10 
5 TO THE RACK (..OPEN THE MACHINE= 2 SEC) HX 0 c1 □ D v 3 5 
·-
6 TO PAINTING HX 0 6 □ D v 60 60 
7 0 Q □ D v 
8 0 Q □ D v 
·----~ 
9 0 Q □ D v 
10 0 Q □ D v 
11 0 Q □ D v 
12 0 Q □ D v 
13 0 Q □ D v 
14 0 Q □ D v 
15 0 Q □ D v 
16 0 Q □ D v 
17 0 Q □ D v 
18 0 Q □ D v 
19 0 Q □ D v 
20 0 Q □ D v 
21 0 Q □ D v 
22 0 Q □ D v 
---
23 0 Q □ D v 
· ~ 
HX = Heavy, H = L~ht TOTAL 66 2.400 $ 12.400 
NOTE : Labor oost = $ 18.00 / Hour, or$ 0.005 I Second 
·-
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INTERSIGN CORPORATION PROCESS CHART 
□ I PRESENT METHOD I C8') I PROPOSED METHOD (2) I IDATE I !PAGE I 1 I OF 111 
PART DESCRIPTION : MARTEX 
OPERATION DESCRIPTION : PAINTING PROCESS 
SUMMARY PRESENT PROPOSED DIFF. NO. TIME NO. TIME NO. TIME 
0 OPERATIONS 3 365 ANALYSIS 
Q TRANSPORT 3 25 FLOW DIAGRAM WHY WHEN ATTACHED □ INSPECTIONS 0 WHAT WHO WHERE HOW (IMPORTANT) 
D DELAYS 0 
v STORAGES 1 
DIST. TRAVELED FT. 25 FT. FT. STUDIED BY: ELBERT Z. NASSEY 
·---
DETAILS OF PROCESS METHOD Dist. Fl Qty, 1 Time. Sec Cost$ Time/Cost Boa•d 0.005/Sec Calculation 
t ON THE RACK 
·- 0 Q □ Q LY ... ... 
2 MIXING THE PAINT H Q ~Q □ D v ... 300 
3 GET THE BOARD TO PAINTING AREA HX 0 ~ □ D v 5 5 
4 BLOW THE DUST H 0 Q □ D v ·- 5 
5 PAINTING H Q Q □ D v ... 60 
-
6 PUT BACK ON THE RACK HX 0 ~ □ D v 5 5 
7 TO FINISHING HX 0 6 □ D v 15 15 
--
8 0 Q □ D v 
9 0 Q □ D v 
to 0 Q □ D v 
11 0 Q □ D v 
12 0 Q □ D v 
13 0 Q □ D v 
14 0 Q □ D v 
15 0 Q □ D v 
16 0 Q □ D v 
17 0 Q □ D v 
18 0 Q □ D v 
·-
19 0 Q □ D v 
·-
20 0 Q □ D v 
21 0 Q □ D v 
22 0 Q □ D v 
23 0 Q □ D v 
--
HX = Heavy, H = Light TOTAL 25 390 $1.950 
--~------
NOTE: Labor cost =$ 18.00 / Hour, or $ 0.005 / Second 
·---~ 
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INTERSIGN CORPORATION PROCESS CHART 
□ I PRESENT METHOD I ~ I PROPOSED METHOD (2) I [DATE I !PAGE I 1 I OF I 1 I 
PART DESCRIPTION · MARTEX 
OPERATION DESCRIPTION : FINISHING PROCESS 
SUMMARY PRESENT PROPOSED DIFF. NO. TIME NO. TIME NO. TIME 
0 OPERATIONS 6 2,820 ANALYSIS: 
Q TRANSPORT 5 25.5 FLOW DIAGRAM WHY WHEN ATTACHED □ INSPECTIONS 1 60 WHAT WHO WHERE HOW (IMPORTANT) 
D DELAYS - 1 300 
v STORAGES 2 
DIST. TRAVELED FT. 41 FT. FT. STUDIED BY: ELBERT Z. NASSEY 
-
DETAILS OF PROCESS METHOD Dist. Ft. Q1y, 1 Time, Sec Cost$ Time/Cost Boaro 0.005/Sec Calculation 
1 ON THE RACK 0 Q □ D SI --- --
2 TO TABLE 1 H 0 ~ ILJ D v 3 1.5 
--
3 TAKE THE SIGNS OUT OF THE BOARD H 0 Q □ D v --- 60 
4 SOAK THE SIGNS ¢ Q □ D v -- 1800 
5 SCRATCH THE V1NYL BY USING BRUSH H Q Q □ D v -- 300 
6 TO TABLE 2 H 0 ~ -□ D v 3 15 
7 LETTHEM DRY 0 Q □ [D v --- 300 
8 CLEAN IT BY RUBBER STICK H y Q □ D v -- 300 
9 BACK TAPING H Q Q □ D v -- 300 
--
10 TO SPRAY AREA HX 0 ~ □ D v 15 7.5 
-------
11 GET FINAL SPRAY TO MAKE A SHINY SURFACE H Q Q □ D v --- 60 
12 TO TABLE 3 H 0 ~ □ D v 10 5 
13 INSPECT+ PUT IT ON THE PLASTIC BAG H 0 Q p D v -- 60 
14 TO SHIPPING HF 0 ci lO D v 10 10 
15 READY TO BE SHIPPED 0 Q □ D v -- ---
16 0 q □ D v 
17 0 Q □ D v 
·-
19 0 q □ D v 
19 0 Q □ D v 
20 0 Q □ D v 
--
21 0 Q □ D v 
22 0 Q □ D v 
~- ·-
23 0 Q □ D v 
---------
HX = Heavy, H = Light TOTAL 41 3,205.5 $ 16.028 
NOTE : Labo, cost =$ 18.00 / Hom, m$ 0.005 / Second 
-
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